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Its glorious

were not forgotten, but,
and stone, they took the
and honorary columns,
main inthe place which

traditions

reyjved in bronze
form of statues
and chose to rehad always been

their home.
To whom all letters on business, remittances of mon~
ey, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H,
The Forum was traversed by four
.i
Drom geet
for publication ® ects, two pairs of parallels running at
right angles to each other. The intersecRev. A. H.
stern Department.
tion
of these pairs formed an oblong rec#
=
n St., Chicago, Ill,
re
at
tangle (its longest sides run nearly east
Terms t $3.00 per year; if paid strictly
andwest ) in the center of the Forum,
IN ADVANCE $2.50. See the 8th page of
called by the Romans the comilium, or
this paper.
place where the popular elections “were
held. At the west end of this open space

The

Blomning Star,
MAY
M

WEDNESDAY,

DECORATION
They

marched

Ueneath

.and facing toward it,is the rostrum, with a

80, 1877.

DAY.
the

banners

of the

right,
Set their standards on the unseen ‘shore;
Their arms are beaming in the morning light,

That gilds the summits of the Evermore.

And one by one as now the years flit past,
The army

from below is mustered in;

The ranks above are forming forming

fast,

The ranks below are growing, growing thin.

7109%

0 dying

May,

upon thy fleeting breath,

The flowers shed all their fragrance and perfume,
moment stay this side the gate of death,
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Sacred Way,

it

the ranks

of

the

the general retinue before

entering

the Forum and led off te their doom in

amount of deputation-work for the Socie-

ty. His name will long be remembered in
connexion with the society for, which he
has labored so well. A third, presentation was made to Dr. Green, late Presi-

dent of the Baptist College at Rawdon,
near Leeds, and now the editoxial secreta-

ly a negative value.
It showed the kind
of spirit we ought not to cherish, and from
which if we are Christians we are redeemed ; but it failed not also to awaken

interest tn the spiritual condition of ** great
swarming myriads of dusky people far
awe floating dimly before the mind’s eye.”
© THOMAS GOADBY.
|

a >
-O--b
>

. BY DR. JAMES

was a private presentation, about 70 stuSince returning from India
dents of the College, pupils of Dr. Green,
.peatedly
heard the complaint
subscribing ‘together to make it, out of a

regarded as among the finest of the or-

‘der that have come down to this age.
One more object deserves mention, both
as occupying
a conspicuous position
near the center of the excavation, and as
having formed, for a long period; the

looked upon as a

there

the prisons on the opposite side of the
Way.
If we can suppose a thing of brick Readers of Macaulay's Lays of Ancient
and marble to be possessed of human Rome will remember that, when Virginemotions, it might have recognized in ius stabbed his daughter to save her from
each new triumph an evidence of its own -dishonor at the hands of Appius Claudius,
growing dignity; and when, as in the he employed for his purpose a knife
time of Trajan, the empire reached from snatched from a butcher's stall in the
the Pillars of Hercules and the Friths of Forum.
Forth and Clyde to the Caspian and the
I may take this opportunity to ‘remark
Persian Gulf, even this Roman milestone
that the Italian government has recently
might have been pardoned for aspiring to purchased the land which still covers to
become what many of the former em- a depth of many feet the northern side of

KEN

LS,
ELD.
SON.
\ LEER.

How. many ministers

cle meetings

in Boston,

May we

not

Ican'not attempt to describe that sense
of solitude which seemed so oppressive
after this bitter-disappointment, nor

care to recall the dark days

same

time

temple

and public treasury,—the temple of Castor and Pollux, the temple of Concord,
and the Senate-house. = The whole was

| PRESENTATIONS.
The testimonial, which consisted~of

some pieces of plate and a beautiful sym-

bolic jlluminated

address,

recognized

fringed with rows of booths where vendthese and other services ‘as freely and
ers of meat and friit-and what-not plied
bravely rendered to the denomination;
a busy trade, or grumbled, I suppose,
{'and expressed, also, the personal attachWhen times ‘were dull. Considered as

embracing under its own name all the
structures within its assigned limits, the
Roman Forum was a growth of centuries
DER,

opesident. |
“

Medical

Examiner’

ment and esteem

of

five

hundred

and

thirty-six Baptist ministers. Dr. Landels
replied with much emotion, butin a frank
‘and’ manly tone.
=
-

and contained the results of the best ar“Another presentation was one made to
tistic skillof those centuries,
The enor|
Dr.
Underhill, who for nearly thirty years
mous growth of the city called five new |
has
served the Baptist Missionary Socifora into existence, but.they never ap-

do I

that’ seemed

doubly dark because we fancied

ourselves

stands in néed of the thoughts,

the pray-

forgotten.

Just now that India Mission

sense of their indebtedness to Dr! Green| is a falling off in the attendance upon make our gatherings just such sources ‘ers ‘and the
“of Christians at
Men talk of those of inspiration
and power and: blessing ? home, ieeds these
as their classical and theological tutor. Dr. our Yearly Meetings.
more than I could tell
old days when the New Hampshire Brethren, letus bear in mind that, “to ‘were I to write many pages more. In
Green is an excellent Greek Scholar and |
oarly Meeting ws equivalent to a jubi- him. that knowethto do good, and doeth these columns I have before set forth the
but the
a capital teacher of mathematiés;
are man "of them lee, and the meeting-house was thronged
Yorkshire churches
it not, to him it is sin.”
hs
need of a Biblical school for the training
strict or regular Baptists, and the liberal
theology of Dr. Green and the existence of

with eager participants from

every

sec-

tion of the Granite State and

from

the

the task of making the Baptist Union what

it has become, and he lays down his office
in universal esteem..

of re-

marks

These

spect which Baptists are free and. ready to

show to each other are honestly given
feeling among the
and indicate kindly
It is far better to hold each
brethren.
other in high honor than to quarrel with
each other, or to be

jealous

of each

oth-

Dr. Michell of Chicago ober’s fame.
served at the dinner at Mr, Spurgeon’s Tabernicle

that

were entirely
to the varied

talents

‘their

in America

in doing justice

uneducated

of one

excellences

another.”

laymen attend who chance to he chosen

delegates, and not unfrequently full half
of these stay away.”
These words in
substance
may
be
heard
almost every|

| where

thronghout

our

New

England

churches.
We can .not speak of the
Middle and Western States, but, judging
“from current reports, their annual meetings are by no means surfeited with en-

thusiasm.

It is a token for

good that

thoughtful persens are beginning

to in-

of native helpers.

Our educational enterprises should fur-

must be done to

England

If. Baptists in

same

condition,

were

once

in the

missionaries

returning to my field, until. the

learning.

so pressing a

set forth here

our schools

the vital

relation which

sustain to the purity and

loudly for

where

there

has

been

the

agitation of educational themes,

and where in consequence our best
schools are located.
But how deplorably we need men! We have fields enough
to:day for a thousand men, fresh helpers,
disciplined by patient and thorough study,
accoutéred for manly, heroic toil and sac-

rifice.

Would to God we had such an

army ready for service!

But we

never

shall have if until our entire membership
is roused to the full

appreciation.

to

China, to India, to Africa, to Norway,
and has accepted a son Of Dz. Landels
for work in Italy.
Itis doabl ling its use-.
fulness by the help of ladies engaged in
visiting the Zenanas.
The Exeter Hall
meeting was well attended, and the speeches were full of hope “and thankfulness.
Mr. Spurgeon spoke, pleading hard for
more men and money.
Mr. Smith of Delhi
dwelt, as only such a missionary can, upon
the many encouraging features of the work.
In India eighty years ago there was not

a single convert, not there
and

as

yet

but little had

are 800,000;
been done but

ter thing far.

We might spare the Year-

of ed-

‘ly Meeting—to neglect tithe work would
"be
disastrous.

dents} pattictilarly the Theological Sem-

work.
Every Yearly inary ? When I think how little. has been
mean work for every|, done for the education of candidates for
man: who attends it. Wouldn't~a pro- ‘the ministry, and how much we are able
gramme help the case? Several weeks to do, should do, must’do or continue to
ago we saw an excellent programme for suffer; I can not but exclaim, ¢ Beloved,
one of the New England Quarterly Meet- we are persuaded better things of you.”
ings. ‘Why not have something of the
In some form or other the claims of
sort in our Yearly Meetings? Such a pro- our Home ‘Mission Society should regramme, printed and circulated a week ceive a hearing at évery session of the
in advance, might
serve admirably to Yearly Meeting.
Be it in the parent Sodraw in the people, and to edify them ciety or be it in the state organization,

surely the women of India are rising in

lost sinners; now

radiant

with

heavenly

the social scale, and taking rank as responsible and reasonable beings. But no

ecstasy as they rejoiced over new born
souls,—remaih indelibly photographed
great revolution in domestic usages is at upon my memory. . Would that now, in
‘present practicable' or tp be expected.
our day,we were as anxious) and eager to
The missionary sermon was
preached
“make these periodical gatherings abound
by Professor ‘Rainy of Edinburgh,

‘in every way ‘aremarkable

It was

s rmon, found-

request

with spiritual fruits! Can not the detect

was admira-

the devotional
{

services?

We plead

for

Four men

may

the

women

have

the

Mission meet-

societies.
Remove the bugbear of collec{tions from your yearly gatherings, «and do

your

:

some how the voice of our

weak and’suf-

quietly,}

systemati-

cally and successfully at home,

and bring

for him at home and abroad.
tempt great things

me the

for

great things of God.”
many

souls.

May

it

be

the

prayer

of

kind-

A SINGULAR GRAVE-STONE.
M. Bartholdi,
the sculptor of the colos-

sal’ N. Y. ¢ Liberty,”

is, according

to

an article by Chas.de Kay in Scribner for
June, the author of a design for a gravestone of singular vigor and boldness,
which-commemorates the men fallen’ in
French ranks during the late FrancoGerman war.. What the feeling in Colmar at annexation to Germany

can

perhaps

be

learned

mention of the design.

must

from.a

be,

brief

The head-stone

is severely plain but massive, and upon
it one reads these words only :
Ba

¢ Morts en Combattant
14 Septembre 1870.”

The grave is coy ered by.two great ios
of stone, but one of these has been piish
ed up from below by an arm.
This arm
reaches out from the dark opening of the
grave and gropes on the surface of the
other slab fora sword which “lies
ar.
The arm and sword are of bronze." The

idea of this : tomb

reminds

one

off the

Gothic ghasliness that ‘pleased Albochs

Durer and the ehgraversiof his ayy but
the monument is also one of’ those’
Apet
calls, silent but never= ceasing, Which
keep alive hatred and finally snmuon. a
conquered nation to, terrible! acts of Fetal
ation.

;

WASHINGTON IN AT

1

URAL PRATER.

© There came a sudshinyday
when George

Washington,

th

fa: ‘April; ‘1189,

Prasidentelect

of

the United States by the unanjmous, yéice of
the people, stood on a balcony in front
of the
Senate Chamber in the old; Federal Hall on
Wall street, to “take thé oath” of office.” An
‘immense multitude filled the strects; ‘and the

windows and

roofs of ‘the adjoining! Houses,

Clad in a suit of datk:brown cleth of American
manufacture, with hair powdered, and with
‘white silk stockings, silver shoe-buckles and
steel-hilted dress sword, the hero who had led
the colouies to their independence came mod-

estly foryrard to take up the burdens that peace
had brought.

‘Profound silence

fell

multitude as Washington responded

wpon

the:

solemnly

{o the reading of the oath of office, ¢* I swear—
so help me God.” (Then, amid cheers,.the diss

work, for our Yearly Meetings.
Several
years ago, while our Mission in’ India was
pagsing through serious trials, the missionaries over there watched with eager

play of flags, and the ringing of alk the bells in

interest the accounts in the

of him, Washington’s first act wis to seek

was scanned

Star of the

Each eek

the. paper

column by column

and

line

our denominational work, but none, not so-

fo

-

every heart,
¢ Let thy.work appear unto thy servants” and ¢‘ Establish thou the
work of our hands upon us : ‘yea, the work
| of our hands establish thou it,”

ness toread thus far what I have written,
expects me to mention one other” kind ‘of

Yearly Meetings.

:

Let us ‘‘at-

God, and expect
May our Yearly
real refreshing to

Meetings this yearbe a

things, happy are ye if ye do them.”
‘Every one who has done

money-raising

:

up a good report to the Yearly Meeting.
The Lord has yet very much for us to do

fort the destruc-

hook of Esther, the discourse

of

ing. In behalf ofperishing millions I ask,
« How shall they hear without, a preacher?’
There is no better way. to Delp all these
benevolent enterprises than by systematic
effort. Let every pastor stndy those Cabalistic figures, which appeared in several
successive issues of the Morning Star.
How much we may do by adopting the
plan endorsed and recommended by the

in our planning be remedied, that makes after line for some token that the Foreign
We found
tiou of the Jewish people. As an expo- it necessary for committees to hold their -Mission. was not forgotten.
‘sition and application of lessons of the meetings at the precise time allotted to there tokens from other departments of
ed on Haman’s

re-inforcement.

courage to hold a Foreign

is something more than an advertisement,

is advancing, but the nature of the work’ “The faces of men, old and young,—who
is such that it can not be reported, and no worked in these meetings, now wet with
display can be made of it. Silently and tears as in agony of spirit they plead for

a

the men fail,

est needis more
Meeting should

One.of after they came. A well filled bill of fare

the first preliminary difficulties had been
overcome; the great general attack upon

think

necessary

spentthan in discussing the claims of joint convention of ‘the three benevolent<™
some one of pur schools and praying for
God'sblessing
on its teachers and stu-

In our-opinion our great-

not

and five women are all we have there, to
break the bread oflife fo three and a half
millions of heathen !
Will some “friend of
India, some brother or sister who loves
the heathen, see to it that the Foreign
work —our "foreign work—is not -overlooked atthe Yearly Meetings ? Let some
one stand up for those three and a half
millions in every Yearly Meeting this year.
1fyou can do no more, hang a map of the
Mission field above the pulpit, and call on
the brethren to pray for the benighted
‘heathen. For dear India’s sake, give us at
least a half an hour of prayeryfor the Mission in every Yearly Meeting.
Many can
and will do m@re than this.
And where

are‘coming from those sections of the demost

I could

provide the Mission with the means of
helping itself.
;
Just now, too, our brethren are calling

power and permanence of our work asa
Christian people. * It is a significant fact
that the majority of our efficient workers
nomination,

need

funds had been secured to meet it, and so

It would be idle to attempt to

re-

Tessa good thing, but the work 15 a bet-

told

Meeting. We needto stir up our people
to the importance
of our seminaries of

it

It has sent out’ additional

I

the Foreign Mission Board that in view of

quite: What remedy is there .for this ‘ucational work.
Hillsdale anc Bates
acknowledged declension ? Earnest men might be educating ten times as many
exclaim, Something

Only yesterday

nish a share of the work for every Yearly

fering churches should be heard and .anthe strongholds of neathenism - had not itis an attraction, and so we believe a _swered. yoy Yearly Meeting has its
churches, particularly those in
been made.
When the conversion of In- wel} prepared programme would prove. struggling
The two or three days allotted to the cities. 1t is the legitimate work of the
dia to Christ was entered upon, it was not
known what a mighty task it would prove.’ ‘meeting should be completely filled with Yearly Meeting Lo consider the condition
The language -had first to be purified and “brisk, cheerful, hearty work for the Masand claimsof such *churches and devise
ter. There need be ne.vacuum in such a plans for theigrelief. That was a grand
transfigured in the light of Christian and
discovered, larger than that which the
RRs
WV) WK: gn
spiritual ideas. ‘The prejudices and misap- religious : assembly..
These gaps and thought, - repeatedly. brought out with
Romans knew;
but the investigating
prehensions of the people had to be remoylulls
in
business
just
kill
the meeting. real zest and emphasis by several speakENGLISH CORRESPONDENCE.
+
spirit-of the present century has laid bare
ed. Successive conquests and successive
All the hours set apart for work should ers at the Lewiston Convention last year;
the ruins of Rome's early glory, and to- vA
CHILWELL COLLEGE,
experiments of the religion of the conquer- fairly bristle with real business, and ‘the
that our Quarterly and Yearly Meetings
ENGLAND, May 4, 1877.
ors Suggested to the Hindoo the forci- golden text for‘ every one should be,
day, a low, circular pile of bricks, all
and the churches of which they are comTHE BAPTIST ANNIVERSARIES,
ble and compulsory introduction of the ¢ Whatsoever thy hand findeth fo do, do
that remains of the ancient wmbilicus. ur_posed, are ‘missionary organizations in
faith
of
Englishmen,
The
gulf
between
bis Romae, is more. truly the center of the
An interesting feature of the Baptist anit with thy might.”
their inherent censtitution.
When we
world than the most marvelous successes niversaries of last week. was the, public the native and the foreigner had. to be
‘come: to perceive and welcome this truth
Direct
labor
for
souls
should
be
made
of the Roman arms ever made the mar- recognition of the personal worth and offi- bridged over. All this is accomplished
prominent in the Yearly Meetings. “The as a people, these denominational guth.
ble-covered column
of which it once cial fidelity and service of some of the now in large measure. Language and lit- other day a brother told me that there was .erings will become invested with new life
formed a part. For, if Rome is the place leaders of recent denominational move- erature have been purified, The tolerance
quite a number of conversions during the ‘and power, and all complaints about lack
which more than all others travelers, ments, First and foremosipmong
the of English rule is understood. The Chris- session: of the Methodist Conference at of interest or enthusiasm will speedily
tian appeal to reason and conscierfce and
from every quarter of the globe, delight honored brethren stands Dr. Landels, the
East Greenwich, R. I. There was life vanish. What werk there is for every
moral sense is comprehended.
Fear and
ex-President of the Baptist Union. Durto visit, it is quite as true that the Roman
suspicion are beginning to disappear. The-in the devotional meetings and also in the Yearly Meeting in responding to the needs
Forum possesses, even in
ruin, an in- ing his year of office he has worked nobly way is open to evangelistic and missionaof that truly wonderful and cheering enhomes where the brethren were enterterest which no other part of the Eternal in launching and fitting out the Annuity ry efforts. The people are prepared to tained,and live work never fails of reach- terprise God has permitted us to inauguCity affords. A general view. of the Fo- Fund which, like an ark of refuge, is to hear and receive the glad tidings of the ing men’s hearts. No wonder there were rate among the Freedmen of the South !
rum with its granite and marble columns take on board disabled and superannuat- gospel. We have butta go up. and pos- conversions. We should expect sinners How, can a Free Baptist gathering be in
standing solitary or in groups, or lying, ed minjsters, and to afford aid and shel- sess the land. Everywhere shere is a welto be eonverted and backslidersreclaim- session two or three days without thinkprostrate and broken, by the side of thé ter to - ministers’ widows and. children. come for the missionary and the door is ed at every = session of our. Quarterly ing of Storer College and the little church=
Sacred Way, with its beautiful trium- Moreover, as the Dr. himself explained, thrown open to the labors of the Chris- and Yearly Meetings. I have heard the _es our brethren have planted in the Shenare formed fathers tell how it was im their days. andoah Valley ? If one man from each
‘phal arch, with its shapeless masses of on his assumption of office, a hope ex- tian men. Native ph
brick, is picturesque beyond description. pressed by Congregationalists of ulti- and are growing to indgpendence; native
So general was the conviction that spirit- Y. M. would go down there and spend a
‘What these columns stand for and what mately absorbing Baptists in their own preachers are spreading
the good news of
ual
quickening would attend the meeting week, and then come home to tell his
lends them the greater part of their organization, had begun to take effect. salvation among their dountrymen. The of God's people, that churches would brethren of the great work the Lord is
charm, can best be shown by giving here Willingness to undergo the process of ab- truth of God is permeating the great mass often invite ' the Quarterly or Yearly doing for those emancipated slaves,I
a hasty sketch of the rise and uses of the sorption was acknowledged and practi- of Indian society, and ‘with.the needed
‘promise you at least one hour of the sescally manifested. Dr. Landels stretched downpouring of the Holy Spirit India will Meétingto convene with them, because
Roman Forum.
S
sion would be well filled with Christian
they
desired:
and.
expected
a
revival
to
A portion of the marshy valley between forth his hand to stay the plague. In his be the Lord's. work.
The baptism of the Holy Ghost
accompany
it.
The
prayer
meetings
and
" A special meeting to promote Zenana
the Capitoline and Palatine aills in /an- first Presidential speech he defined the
social conferences—otherwise known as at the Pentecost so melted ‘and moved
work
in
India
was
position
of
Baptists
and
declared
absorpheld in the form of a
cient Rome was early set apart as the
covenant meetings—in connection with Christian hearts that ¢¢ they had all things
place for holding all popular assemblies. tion inadmissible. In his second address breakfast with after-breakfast addresses. It
these meetings, were seasons of great common.” So will it be even now, when
begin
men
when
business
like
looks
always
- As the city increased in numbers, ‘this ‘he defended his first manifesto, and obpower and precious refreshing.
It. is Christians rise to their, high privilege as
place began iq assume great importance. tained not a little abuse in consequence work early in the morning. The Zenana
hardly
twenty-five
years
since
I
came.
to workers with God. The interests of the
breakfast
is
becoming
an institution, and
Accordingly,it was freed from its marshy both from friend and foe. * The result of
weak and the ignorant and the needy will
America
as
a
child,
and
yet.
I.can
not
It
year.
by
year
increases
it
in
interest
the
bottom and embellished with temples and his year's work has been a re-invigorabe placed side by side with our own, and
forget
such
‘meetings
as
these,
for
before
appears that agents of the Zenana mission
public buildings of the finest architects, tion of the denominational principle, and
there will be a common hearty response
returning
to
India
as
a
missionary
it
was
large
at
India
of
parts
all
in
laboring
are
ure.
Such, for example, were the tem- a closer unity among Baptist churches. ° .| and populousg centers.
my privilege to attend a few of them. to both. Brethren, ¢ If ye know these
Female education
ple of Saturn,—at the

us that »

to be

young men for our ministry, and’ eduvive the interest in our Yearly Meeting. cating them better than .@6w, were our
is a happy circumSuch agitation
is’ auspicious.
Anything
stiiice that they have at length got out of is better than stagnation. ~~ Let us pre- own churches thoroughly awake to this
608, A. D.
“
branch of Christian effort. Where is the
it. This is the “moral” of these presenta- ject new plans and test them.
Let us praying for laborers to be sent into the
What has been written may serve as a
tions and congratulatory addresses.
catalogue of some of the more important
“prove all things and hold. fast that which great harvest ? Where is the. helping and
The societies of the Baptist denomination
things which recent
excavations have.
is good.”
hearteningof the young men who are’
brought to light. Doubts exist as to the were generally able to make a fair report,
Please
emphasize
the
last
word
of
our
struggling ofttimes with poverty in quest
and
of
money
there seemed to_be no lack. |
“identity of most of the ruins still unmenThe stress needs to be put of an education ? How better could an
The Missionary Society has had an income heading.
‘tigned, and even as to’ that of the wumbiliYearly Meeting is doubt- “hour or two of the Yearly Meeting be
4 of over :£38,000,£5,000 more than last. year..|. just there. The
ews fwd the Cleeronian Tostram.
Anoth=|
er rostrum near the opposite end. of the
comyium is said to be the scene of Mark
Antony's oration over Cmesar's dead body.

of the

to assure

Let them he

f the work

have carried away a blessing with them
T have re- | into all New England from the Tabernathat

many Yearly Meetings,

our denominational gatherings. This is addresses and prayers, but there was nothboth reasonable and right. Can we af- ing in the published reports to show it.
such work as this.

1,L, PHILLIPS,
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much as a trace in a single report

the millions committed to our charge ina
pagan land, were remembered by our
done, and let every one come, prepared brethren in their annual gatherings,
to do his share. May we hear again of Probablyin some of these meetings the
glorious revivals attending and following missionary band wag remembered in some

tendance at these
ser ices.
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time have wrought.
The Roman Em- set at rest many of the questions of topogpire has fallen, and the vefy monuments raphy which now form subjects of warm
of her glory have been covered by the controversy afong the scholars of Euwaste of ages. A new world has Deen rope.
GEeo.-H. STOCKERIDGE.
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another College at Manchester more congerest of New England also.
The same
as well as of the excavated portion, are. nial to the tastes of some of the Modern thing was true, perhaps to a less extent,
some indistinct ruins supposed to bethose Baptists, rendered” the Dr's retirement, of other Yearly Meetings. But the voice
of the temple of Concord and the Senate- though much to be regretted,ngt altogether of the croaker is now heard in the land.
house, and three standing columns of the unaccountable. A fourth presentation was Men shake their heads and say with such
determined upon but not actually made; it
a lugubrious sigh: ¢ The glory is detemple
of Vespasian.
The southern
will probably be made in the autumn? This
parted, there is no enthusiasm now as
boundary
of the
excavation
runs
was a testimonial to the Rev. J. H. Milnearly parallel with the corresponding
in former years, the ministers care little
lard of Huntingdon, for many years the inboundary of the comitium.
Beginning defatigable secretary of the Baptist Union. about coming to the annual gatherings,
from the temple of Vespasian, one sees Mr. Millard has had the chief share in and with solitary exceptions only those

the Basilica Juypa, and lastly three beauti-

30 ~ Lutpsic, GERMANY, May 18.
THE ROMAN FORUM.
At one end of the rosira, or orator’s

The testimonial was a ble; a a kistoiars sermon it had main-

rostrum at the west end of the o]ld Forum,

along this side eight columns which once

And deck with garlands every soldier's tomb.
er
214 51
H954 41

passing reference to which I began this
letter. This is believed to be the same
from which Cicero delivered the second
oration against Catiline.to the people
assembled in the comitdwm. Behind this

ety as Secretary.

:

the city, our first President turned to face

the

duties his countrymen had imposed upon him.
In sight ot those who would have made an idol
aid of other

strength than

the

his own.* in the

calm suushine of that April afternoon, fragrant

with the presence of seed-time and the promise
of harvest, we leave him on his kuees in old
St. Paul’s, bowed with the simplicity of a child
at the feet of the Supreme Ruler #0 the unis
verse. —Scribner.
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God, as our salvation,must be renounced.

(2) “I will be as'the dew unthat is, a source

'-

in the matter of missions and. blessings.

I'm tired of old Brown’s
. olares that,if Iscael says sincerely what each other: **
we cornered him with
how
the prophet puts to its lips, God will baby-talk;
don’t study his lesson
he
;
question
that
«cease to be displeased
with them. He
will forget the past in view of their

re-

for their clerks to attend Lo, an

im-

all else

Notice that

God.
to k
‘bac

it forth is know

displeasure as that which calls

put away.

is bis

for their

men

sense of displeasure with

wickedness.

of God

The *‘ anger”

|

been pe-

understanding

millions the world around.
Note the side you read and make comments yourChautauqua
Sunday-school Assembly,
self, or have passages read in concert.
prudent” will admit. These ways, as dewhere tens of thousands of Christian Vary to suit circumstances. On no acmany
great
A
‘ground.
the
to
come
scribed, are that judgment hastens to fall
count tolerate a mumbling, low, dispiritChristians trust out too much of their re- workers gather yearly at once to study
on the sinful, that penitence, return to
the
original
languages
of
the
Book,
to
ing style of reading. It darkens’ counligion for others to perform. They live too
godliness, and devotion to the Lord will
compare views and refresh each other by sel and destroys edification. Give out all
much
on
the
strength
of
what
others
owe
stay jodgment, secure forgiveness, and
Make
them, on the failures of others to comply tidings of victories gained for God. This your references before you begin.
bring fragrance, , beauty, strength and
|
hool
—its
Sunday-sc
study,
of
the
of
nt
encampme
explanation
grand
prefatory
their
on
down
put
have
with what they
happiness to men. Thetruth which con- _own hooksas the proper amount of Chris- | workers has a model of Palestine, a scope, prominent points, some account of
| cludes this book may well conclude this
where every the epistle or the Gospel most prominent
tianity necessary for one to. have. * Some quarter of a mile in length,
lesson. See that God desires the repentexisting ly dwelt upon.
and
site
i
sacred
valley,
and
hill
some
with
So
don’t begin small enough.
ance of the sinner. See that ministers,
delineated, and

heal their backsliding; I will”love them
freely; for mine anger is turned away
from him.”

evil

low them to pay out and collect for

and the just shall walk in them; but the
That
transgressors shall fall therein.”

* I will

be,

Tt will

and
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« Search if these things

vah,” he says, * that you will not look to the ways of the Lord have in this chapfer
Asgyria, nor trust in the battle to horses and book been described, the ¢* wise and

mor toidols.” Three sins of the ten tribes
- are here named. They were now told to
renounce them, and to trust themselves

slip.

few others are their clerks. They
their religious worship, and
barter for sympathy, love, and

(6) Hosea teaches Is- (2) ** For the ways of the Lord are right,

rael to renounce all
than that on Jehovah.

stories

to

Christians

A

of God.

prudence not to heed the voice

the

here,

as

then,

It is folly and

things these qualities.

thal has

possess

oi
’s
you. Study
sages.
to us isi paramount to : all earth’s gifts
t
arrangemen
of
order before
best these
carefully Spread
* | combined, —life itself.
8
2
which it is the fashion to speak lightly Shall it bé chronological, logical, or in
Giving charitably is not yielding what
order of. the rhetorical climax!
we shall never miss. Bat while the apamong uninstructed people- as irrelevant
.Your own individuality here comes in
preciation felt on receiving is but a reto the central figure of the plan of salva- |
to
give form and freshness to the presen—
.
~
3
i

pol Hs I .
clerks to do. . The minister, deacon and a

the book of Hebrews 13:15. The expres- God. The * wise” and * prudent” are
sion first arose from vows to offer saeri- those that show in their attgntion to holy
then

began

sometimes
1

to be sought with humility, and by con- inapplicable on that account to this chapfession and prayer. No sinuer ever sin- ter. The book of Hosea was not all comcerely, offers this petition, * Tike away posed at once. There are various prophall iniquity, and receive us graciously,” ecies in it. But this chapter was one
The state composition including this verse applicawithout obtaining his request.
he will tory of and to it, as well as to all“that
God
to
thus
of heart that speaks
(1) * Wkois
accept. (5) “So will we render the calves Hosea had before said.
of our lips” means so will we offer the wise, and he shall understand these
sacrifice of thanksgiving and praise to things? prudent,and he shall know them?”
thee. The Greek Old Testament reads Whoever is wise and prudent will be con«+ fruitof our lips,” a passage quoted in vinced that Hosea has spoken the truth of
fice of bullocks;

drink—yes,

drink—drink in bad

is a
The last verse
it.| LS 9, THE CoNcLUSION.
is to pardon
.
.
.
It is not
Grace is always | formal ending of all the book.

iniquity”
away
«take
N
.
.
A
To pardon sin is grace.

passage

giving, that we do

evidence that to the soul
all ? Is this for Christ ?

there was no New Testumént reche would | when
of Jesus,
appearance
at the first
wd
oY
cdoabted.
:
He meant the Old Testament, of
|.ord.
see
can
You
not have doubted.
probably

cy-|

green

a

Take some

-eatiarty—- -opened—to—your

#Notice that he said this

Had he been with the disciples | the Scripturgs.”

ases.

The translation in this dialogue is only
changed to secure a more literal reading.

away all

* Tuke

would have them say:

God: * From me

head

‘‘ choose,”
the

*‘I

glory of God."

ever ye do, do all to the

1 Cor. 10:31.

Man is responsible to his

Maker for every power and for. every
possession he enjoys. Spirit, and souland

and opportuni-

body ; time, and money,
ty, all are

from

and we are

him,

bound

by every consideration of right to muke
the most of our opportunities, and to
avoid everything which can impair the
integrity of our being, or the efficiency
of our powers. A man to whom God

has no right to be

has given strength,

God

weak; a man te whom

has given

health, has nd right to be ill; a man to
whom God has given intellect, has no
right tobe a fool ; a man to whom God
has given soberness of mind and soundness of judgment, has no right to debase

unfit himwills? of ‘Christ; *‘ the wherefores” of and destroy his powers, and
ent on
incumb
are
which
duties
the
for
self
whosothe
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the Epistle to the Romans;
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e
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a
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maker
The
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seed”
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word
the
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wronge
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scriptive of a Saviour to come. Take feel outraged

continually injured and rendered useless
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great
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the
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make
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group
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thus
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God; avoiding
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study.
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This will be a most
any
of
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God
of
idea
Bible
Take
other book or being). Take Bible idea

John 16, “God so loved,” &c. Find
what words to group around each chief
word in this passage. Love,—How many

of man, sin, redemption,
Take
to come, works.

faith, ‘kingdom
the conversions
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0

Gag

in Bible times,—the dody - the temple of long deceived myself,
have desired to beg
the Holy Ghost.
:
my birthday,
from
tion. Men
Solas
excellent,
are
“Character studies
Formerly
ent festival, that so my repentance might
teachable spirit in these days.
omon, Balaam. Antitheses of character bear some remarkable date. But when
they warped its facts to suit their theories,
adjourned
those days were come I have time.
form a rich theme ; also comparisons.
paThus
now they set themselves humbly and
other
some
to
amendment
my
work
Work out what study and prayer
tiently to learn what bird and star and
1 could not agree with myself when
while
blossom have to gay about themselves. in. Have your own little or large audiencfo start, I have almost lost the runnin
you go statedly with a Bi- of *he race. I am resolved thus to befool The inductive method in science has es to whom
a group in your home, mysel§ no longer. [see ne day but to
the
wrought wonders, We are beginning to ble study. Form
hool or social ‘day. The instant time is always
Sunday-sc
apply it to the study of Revelation, God's. from church,
fittest
time.”
the circle to study. Always begin with

other book, giyenus to supplement

a
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«« take words”-and ** turn to the Lord.”|
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Ephraim was

Po leal

of the whole ten.
ond son of Joseph,

nation suf- right hand of Jacob

‘of Israel was that of a weak

EE

BY MRS. E. F. P,

full force of certain quotations and allusions in the New Testament will be better seen by understanding this; also the
identity of Christ with the God of the
sent the following sketch of it from Miss Wil- Old Testament.
lard’s manuseript.—ED.]
The word God, written in small caps,
Our key-word to-night jis *¢ search.” signifies Jehovah, God of Israel. When
Look at Proverbs
11: 1—6.
There's a in ordinary type it “translates the word
prescription for anybody who really Elohim, God the €reator. In Exodus,
wishes to learn to love the word of life. 84:23 occurs an example of each kind,
Not to the person who reads a few verses, and this with verse 26 illustrates all of
who glances at a passage just before ly- the foregoing differences.
ing down to sleep—giving the freshness
HOW TO MAKE'A BIBLE STUDY.

Merchants do not always select the best
place for a stand, or the right article to
sell. He who expects to sell horse rakes,
mowing machines, and the like, in the

Israel to think of making-Assyria an ally. This tribe is taken as the representative

[4

The |

- [Many ladies who listened to one of the recent
“ Talks to Women”
in connection with the
revival meetings in Boston were so‘ benefited
by it that they have desired its publication to
the women of the country. We are able to pre-

2 Kings 16:9; 2 Kings 15:29.
Any time
after the death of Menahem the condition

ad

with Rev.'3:21 and John, 12:41).

p.

de48 hadUR an On TFBt el mm
bey fed

than it does

the traveler. (8) * Ephraim shall say,
what have I to do any more with idols?”

b

ALL FOR— OHRIST,

of . this; also,
illustration
Isaiah, 6:1 (compare

is ‘an

salms, 110:1, and

de ht bet rbd ON Pfiedsbed ©

the aid Judah derived from alliance with
“this powerful monarchy mayhave caused

thers

&. WILLARD.
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the temperance of | feat.

:
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the verse,
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2 Kings 15:19;

“Assyria to Menahem.
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clearly illustrates | world can see some : of the. causes of de-

more

testimony
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given by| This

ter was finished afterthe ‘help

m

are.

Master, Owner, Christ. In Exodus, 34:24,

ON METHODS OF BIBLE STUDY.
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prophet the first of his|*
and. A Concise Dictionary of the Bible (one stated the following:
an average of ote has be io ast year, would but throw still more doubt,fear
South
in Wilmington,
vol., 1039 pp., Little, Brown & Co.) and
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bis,soul ought

the response will

and frequently

Christ,

ciated with Lebanon. * The future of Is-|
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have, determine thal you will own
business of saving | don’t
A man in a religious
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But; you say, you are comparing eter- | spirit of a child studying its Father's | ing to disciple those about them. May
TEMPORAL FAIL-|
— June 10. | Solomon for forests of cedars, To the | SPIRITUAL ~~ ANDURES.
Sabbath. School L
{ will. First about Bibles. “Whatever you God put it into many heartsto have this.
| things with temporal. ‘So did Christ.
=
oF than Jo other trees ref|
—Jume 10.4 =o 0 =
“Sabbath School - Lesson
| mission for their. most delightful recrea-
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Selections,

;

Christendom

hage

recognized

the

fact

Read the

de-

that the original principles of our faith

teach exactly the reverse.

FELLOW-SOLDIERS,

scription
in the beatitudes of those that

The soldier on the battle-field
Who sbrinks and shows a coward face,
May teach a comrade how to'yield

audments.
Read
the twelfth and
thirteenth chapters of the Epistle to the

are truly happy. Read the two

Romans. Read the thirteeth chapter of the

‘Fiat but for him had held h place.

First Epistle to the Corinthinns, and you
will ee how, in each original conception

Keep shut within thy heart thy fear,

of Christianity, the oh

Thy weakness tempting to despair,
And to thy brother let appear

Thy hope alone and will

to bear.

in man

is worth the strife, an

DEAN STANLEY ON CHRISTIANITY,
Dean Stanley recently delivered a lect-

tre in Darlington, Jngland, on the occaCollege

in connection with the British and Foreign Society.
The subject was, ¢Chrisits Creeds

and Cate-

quirer:
We are wandering to and fro in the
ladyrinths of our various churches and
sects.
hat I proposeto do this evening
is not to compare doctrine with doctrine, 4
with

institution,

us the

degree in the

personification of divinity, this truth con-

chisms,” We give nearly all of the address as reported in the London En-

or institution

gives

then religion,and to a large

PPR
"ros

tianity apart from

which

Jewish ; but in the former it was liable to
constant obscuration, The Homeric divinities, as a general rule, were not better, but worse, than the Homeric heroes.
The description of God in the Old Testament, again, was often too far removed
from human thought, represented to us
in the form of human goodness; but the
Christian idea of God was that it is the
fection of virtue and wisdom. God is
ove; God is light; and when Yo this we
add that the Founder of our religion is
set before us not only as an example of
humanity, but as the representation and

He,

Our glorious Captain leads the way;
We'll follow
Him to victory”
.
:
—The
Churchman.

sion of the opening of a training

altogether,

best conception of God.
is principle
no doubl existed in some degree in hea-

And truly quit ourselves like men.

“The end

elements of re-

gion outweigh all others.
:
_ Fourthly, it is the goodness thus made
- most essential in the religious man, and

The mareh, it may be, will be long,
The fight be doubtless hard ; what then?
Why, teach each other to be strong,
So if thou speak, “ My brother,” sy

great com-

although

cerning the moral nature of the divine
essence attains that vividness and power
which has never been reached in any
other faith.

In all these.

equal,at any rate in a

theories

if not

predominant ‘and

impressive form, the chief, the Supreme

Ruler is set before us as a mirror in which

we see the perfection of the’ Deity.

The

that might be a very interesting and in- ‘more human the représentation of his
structive task, and might, perhaps, lead virtues,the more we feel him to be divine.
to the same result as I propose to-night. The more attractive and persuasive to all
But what I propose to do is to endeavor our moral convictions, so much the more.
to
penetrate, if possible, behind the forms we feel that. He has diselosed to us the
and doctrines of the outward ordinances of secret of Him whom no man bath seen or
Christianity, and to ask what are the out- can see,
But fifthly, it is not enough that there
ward principles which give them paramount value; what are the essential su- should be this general identification of
pernatural elements of Christianity which morality with religion, or of this perfect
are above the assaults of criticism, above human goodness with Divine nature. We
the turmoil of the world, because above have to ask what are the special points
the level of our ordinary carnal, sarbly of goodness on which Christianity lays the
chief stress? The chief virtues of Greek
nature P If we can arrive,in ever so roug
and imperfect a measure, at those funda- morality were fortitude, wisdom, self-conmental principles, we shall then be in a trol and justice; ofthe ancient Rowman
better position to understand what it. is religion, patiiotism and imperial courage;
that givesa peculiar glory to our com- of the Hebrew religion, resignation, revs
erence and faith. All these several virlues
mon faith.
We will endeavor, then, to answer.

3

this

question as briefly and as plainly

as

can.

of all,

Let

us

only

observe,

first

we

, that there are many principles in Christianity which it shares with other religions, and which, therefore, we can not
truly enumerate among its direct results.

_

The unity of God, for example, which is
one of the most important of all religious

principles, was known to the Jewish peoplelong before the Christian era. It as-

sumed a new form of life, but it was still
from Abraham, or at least from Moses,

that we first received it.

Again, the im-

mortality of the soul was, and

‘
l
y
,
i

is, a truth

which the
psalmists in their highest
moods had reached, which the Egyptian
and Grecian priests and philosophers had
accepted. He who was the Light of the
potid-turned;
indeed; the full rays “of

A

His lamp

|

avd

revealed,

as

you

>

’

:

t
.
:

e

v

t:

“ Father,” «* Oar Father,” to believe that
the relation of the. Supreme mind to man

I

is that of a futher. No doubt the word in
relation to the Deity was known before,

)

both in Jewish and

s
t
|
5

it was not manifest,
the front of religion
tianity. Tu the Old
two or three times;

d

heathen

times;

but

it was not brought to
asit was by
ChrisTestament it is used
but in the New Tes-

tament it is used two hundred times, It is

h

the mode in which the Supreme Ruler is
expressed throughout the Gospels.
It is
the name ‘by which he is called in the
form of devotion furnished in the New
Testament.

The Lord's Prayer, or,

as it

=
hi

is called'in Latin, the Pater Noslier, teaches us these two things: first, that the

is

Supreme Governor of the

y
|

world, ‘like

a

father, is careful of his earthly children;
and, secondly, \hat there is not only a

|
1i-

universal deity, but a commdn humanity ;
in other words, there is something in

nd
ke
to

every race of man which attracts the divine good-will fowards them, In the old
heathen religions. each country had its
own deity,each deity had its own country,

he

gods of Troy,

gods of Greece, gods of

cy
od

Rome; and in the Jewish religion God
for a long time was regarded only as the

En

Christianity all this was changed.
The
truth of the universality of God’s care for

be .

God of the people of Israel;

to

ty for true religion in man, was known in
some degree to some of the Jewish prophets; and it was expressed in one striking

1dou

.
it
pss

se
od
us

est

ce

ng

oy
an.

rd,

Ave
Ai

ent

aight

en
ned

hus

hen

the”

but

them, if you like, into other phrases. ]
visionary, no armed soldier. He lived a
social,
happy life with the sons and Clothe them in more ordinary forms of
speech, The words I have used to ex- |
daughters of men, eating
and drinking; press them are perhaps net better,—per“delighting "in the merry facés of little haps are worse,—than those which others
children, considering
the lillies of the may choose for themselves. At any rate,
A néw Sollection of Sunday School Songs by
field and the birds of the air, making no they may serve as touch-stones to: enable
distingtion, except for the sake of tender us t0 know whether we have really
scruples, between Christian and heathen,
containing, besides new contributions
most
the faith which we all believe
ofthe leading writers of8
Bchool Husio in
between the world and the church, and as grasped
that we have in common, or whether we
he was in his life so were his first follow- are merely repeating
pad
words by rote, Most Valuable and Elegant Extant. and MUSIC of the late
ers in their teaching ; that of all created Sl,
tei
i ourselves with the husks 1000 Practical Recipes, all
things which God had cleansed there was a
shells, with the beggarly elements
er
cities
.
v Most of which will be found in NO OTHER new:
not one that Peter was allowed
to- call 0 Judaism
and heathenism. Somewhere
Proba iy 20 Cook Book
has met with ig great
common or unclean. Among all the in- or other,
“
HEAVENWARD
” is now ready, and for
e of rare value.
Has
in
our
conception
of
Christianisale by Booksellers
and Music Dealers throughstitutions of the earth there is none which ty, we must find room for these fundaTalk, Dinner
out
the
country.
]
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Paul regards with so much’reverential awe mental principles; or else we shall have
CHEAV,
ARD
is unequalled by any
as the laws of the ancient Roman empire.
Among all the predictions of St.
John missed some of" the main purposes for
pues.
304 paid. Sold
De
y Chicago,
soupont
old at
none is more Diajestie than that which which Christianity was given to us.
Secondly, perchance to some of us the
declares that the kingdoms of this world
Ly
printed Dy
pr
ye Dunda% 1)
shall become the kingdoms of the Lord thought that these ten principles, or
contains
163 pages. Price 35 cts.,
mail,
like these ten principles, are
and of his Christ.
e identification of something
$30
hundred.
Specimen
pages
jo
the chief products of ‘our resample copy, in paper covers,
mailed for 35 cents.
things secular ‘with things sacred, the among
ligion,—~may give usa new
ground for
Order
from
your
nearest
Bookseller,
or
of
the.refusal to acknowledge
anything as the hope that is in us, a pledge that the
publishers,
:
supremely sacred except what is
good, Christian religion is not dead or dying,
S. BEAINARI'S SONS, Publishers
yl
Cleveland,
Ohio. .
or
profane
except
what
is
sinful,—this
is
|
the wide-reaching principle of the gospel but is still instinct with immortal life,
the human intellect and the huA fascinating work on an ¢ntrancing topic.”
which strikes at the root of a thousand No doubt
conscience do themselves occasionsuperstitions, and is the fruitful source man
Late Physician fo St. George's and St. Bartholoally suffer relapses. The supply of lofty
mew’s Hospitals,
udons Curator to
of a thousand truths. It carries with it souls and
great intelligences may. someate,
the hope of the final triumph of good times dwindle, peak and pine. And with
.
- =~BY-~
over evil, It carries with it the germ o that decay those privileges which we have
7 After years of the most laborious re.
STEPHEN H. TYNG, Jr., D. D.
search
and
investigation,
and
after
the
all modern philosophy, modern art and enumerated may fous time decay alsox practical application in treatment to thouThis work is.not prophetical.
It discusses the:
statesmanship. This is the element which But there is an inextinguishable - source
sands of patients, Geo. Chandler, A.M.,
topic as a Divine promise. Its Blan is to follow the:
M.D., now
presents to the American pubnarrative of a Christian’s experience of the revealliberates, redeems and purifies both the of life in the very width and depth of
ls the following remedies, his sole dised facts in the next dispensation. There is not a
church and the world.
celery
and
erty the efficacy of which
line of controversy inthe volume. Yetitis full of
their nature, and that, even if they should
is arstod Far
voluminous Herings of
Along with this there is, ninethly, the for a time be forced out of and beyond
bold and original thought, apt illustration, and
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forcible
writing, and it is a work which no one who‘principle that the darkest and dreariest the Christian pale, they will strike
* root
suffering and discouraged patients, who
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side of human life has also a glorious and elsewhere, and that as they were the
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to miss.
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all concentratein one

focus,

what

the

great German poet Goethe callsthe divine

depth

of sorrow, out of which, as

out of

ments,

nor

by outward

authority,

nor

personified,

exemplified,

made flesh and

by the sword of conquerors, but by being

all sorrow and pdin, is to be wrought the
improvement, the redemption, the regeneration, the purification of mankind.
New Testament.
The main characteristics of the Founder of our religion and of Contrast the Prometheus of ZEschylus.
his disciples are kindness, universal kind- ‘Contrast the riddle of the book of Job

blood in Him who was manifested on
earth in these very things; that it is this
living, pérsonal interest which gave them’

ness and beneficence, to which is given
the new nameof grace, love, or charity;

ity

and

deed,

to which is

given the new name of holiness, or consecration to God ; truthfulness and absolute sincerity, to which the very word be-

¢ame a synonym of the Founder's life—
humility and lowiness, for which neither
Greek nor Latin had any adequate expression,~these were the principles which,
in the Epistles, were deemed to be essentially Christian, and which were called
divine.
:

_Sixthly.. There.

these

qualities;

with the

unhesitating,

in God

or man,

and

meanness of

things earthly and commonplace, and
striving after things above us,—that is
what is dalled in the New Testament. by
many names, all meaning the same thing,
—conversion,repentance, the second birth,

unswerving

ter-

mination of the gospel story, the glorified
humiliation of bereavement and grief.
This is the pecularity of the Christianity
which was but seén afar off by Hebrew
prophet, or Grecian seer,but which, even
is the worst corruptions of Christian faith,

has retained its hold on the human spirit.
This leads me, tenthly, to this principle
that religion, as viewed by

Christianity,

first

chance,

and

since maintained their universal
of application:

Jew; the first last and the last first.” On

has

ever

capabil-

You may remember,

some of you, those fine lines of the Poet
Laureate in his * In Memoriam”:
“ We yield all blessing to the name

»

Of Him that made them currrent coin:
“ For Wisdom dealt with mortal powers,
Where truth in closest words shall fail,

‘When truth embodied in a tale

“Shall enter in at lowly

~

+

“4

More

tion that God is a spirit, and that his true

|, worship isin
stant use of
teaching that
to turn from
member that

the spirit; hence the conparables in our Saviour’s
we might always be taught
the letter to the spirit, to rethe spirit, even in all sacred

writings, is greater than the letter ; hence
the absence of any form of ritual, or any
form of government prescribed in the New
Testament; hence the persistent com-

mand to look from the outward to the inward, from the outside to the inside, from
the act to the motive, from external par-

ticular words and deeds to the character
asa whole, from the things which are
seen to the things which.are unseen, from
the sufferings which are but for the momedt to the eternal which belongs to
all time and all space. It is not that the
acts and graces and courtesies of iife are
of no value. Yes, they are of value; but
their value is as nothing compared with a
high, honorable, u right course of life.
It is not that the splendor of worship or
the simplicity of worship, the excellence

With human hands the creed of creeds
In-loveliness of perfect deeds, -.
strong than all poetic thought.”

Yes; apd the poet

might -have

whatever be the outward
profession;
which, wherever they are not found cause
failure;
ling short of the privileges

added,

more strong than all philosophic or
theologic thought.
Chtistianity is what
itis by tho fact that there once lived

upon
earth a sacred
and divine
life,
—sacred and divine because it was su-

premely, superhumanly and transcendantly good; because it was above the
limitations of time, country and party;
because it revealed to mankind the fullest insight ever given iuto the heart of
the Eternal and Supreme, and Christian.
ity shall be what it may yet become,in
proportion as that life, or anything like
it, is lived over again in personal exam-
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Hence the defini-

hl.

of man

doors.

| tianity, and which, wherever they are
lene before the super- found bearing fruit, constitute a Christian,

cilious host, the outcast heathen and
heretical Samaritan before the orthodox

which

¢ And so the Word had breath,and wrought

music or the beauty of architecture,
the cross, the grave, the resurection, the of
have no attraction for the truly Christian
new life, a spiritual mind. Of this hea- mind.
Yes, they have much attraction; |
then moralists speak Lut little,—ecven the but compared
with matters of duty, comJawish psalmists and prophets only. in pared with charity, forbearance, humility
their loftiest flights. But of this the New
and truth, they have in the judgment of
Testament is full. It is the forgiveness of -the
supceme God very slight attraction
sins, of which the most consummate pic- indeed. Hence, again, the new light
ture is given in the story of the Prodigal thrown by Christianity, as. I said at the
Son ; it 1s that whichis described with a outset, 0a the docirine of immortality, the
peculiar metaphor throughout the Epistles new solution of the perpelexing difficulby the word edification, which means ties concerning a future state, the
princibuilding up one story above another, and ple,
namely, that it rests on spiritual comthat is the new heaven and the new earth munion with the Eternal. The silence
which in figure and imagery fills the concerning all details, combined with the
visions of the Apocalypse.
clearness of conviction which pervades
This leads us, seventhly, to the mode the New Testament on the divine existof looking at our fellow-men, and the ence of the spirit after death, is the
judgment: we
are to pronounce upon
consolation that we have won
them. It may be called the method of crowning
from the evangelic and apostolic account
surprises.
he «principle of the New of the resurrection and ot heaven,
Testament is that the characters of those
These, then, are the ten chief inward
of whom we should least éxpect a great principles which
lie behind
all the
future are those in whom we shall some- facts, institutions, and history of Christimes most surely find it. The irregular tianity, which would net, so far as we
and despised publican often comes before koow, have struck
root in the world
the correet pharisee, the generous prodiat-all but for the coming of Chrisral before
the complacent elder brother,
e repentant

their

is spiritual ; that it depends not on mate-

spirit of
isthe method
by which | | invisible
spirit of God.

whether

P.

~ THE WONDERFUL
EGYPTIAN BLOOD-PURIFIER.

there are other moral gifts which” shine
with the most transcendent glory in the

purity in word

P,

Be NPE

PROPRIETARY MEDICINES

Goodyear's Pocket Gymnasium.

td

to-

in Christianity;

sentence by Alexander the Great, when

1se
m-

ool

but with

man, and of the universality of a capaci-

no
od

in

places

tion with the littleness

universe, which is expressed in the words

h

|

their

see, its inner meaning; but the principle were to be propagated and extended in
had already been reccived,and He illumi- the world. One is the process which
nated and explained rather than express- regards the individual himself; it is selfly discovered it.
But there are some abnegation ; that is, the constant sacrifice
principles which were so little known, or of the lower part of his nature to the
highest and bes
In every one of us
which existed in such feeble rudiments,
before Christianity, that
practically they: there is this higher and lower nature. It
were not knewn at all.
Let us, in plain is for the disciples of Christianity to find
words, try to state what those. principles out, to endeavor to find out whatis the
are. Some of them, through the influence better part that is the one thing needful,
of Christianity, have become so familiar and for this a transformation, a transto us that we shall, perhaps, be startled figuration and a regeneration of the soul
; the constant renunciation of
to hear them named as among its pecul-’ is necessary
perpetual
.iar products.
Some are even now so that which is behind; the
strange, so little recognized, that it may reaching forward to that which is before ;
be almost difficult for us to acknowledge the noble ambition which is satisfied with
that they are Christian at all. First, nothing less than the highest ideal. This
there is the principle of the universal be- sense of the need of an endless moral
nevolence of the Supreme Ruler of the renovation and progress, this dissatisfac-

=

1

upon it,

have

“HEA

our Founder was no hermit,no ascetic, no

.
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-172,

Cas

with fearful increase. ‘They that sow

pe

The Worning Star.

of
“too strong-&-tendeney onthe part.
the responsible mempbers to let the Sun-

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30, 1877.

day-school run as & sort of independent
adjunct-to,but not really a part of, church
work. The Sunday-séhool should be as

6. ¥. MOSHER, Editor.
=
A. H. Huling, Western

.

Aa All communications designed fbr pablication should be addressed tothe Editor, and all
. Tetters on business, remittances of money, &C.,
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.

our

report

a cheering

English correspondent gives of ‘the last
year's benevolent work of the Baptist
Union. * Of money,” he says, ¢ there

ent, and for like reasons.

responsi-

The

should the deacons or the pastor.

:

Ten.thousand tokens in sky

once ruined a nation.

$200,000

opening blossoms.

to the Missionary Society
and of the missiohuries it
and of the prospect before
because the English are

and

moth and rust are consuming it?

sheaves of wheat

and most refined
is the Hollis St.

Flower Mission of Boston. Through its
agency the wards of the city hospitals,
the homes of the poor; the invalid’s roo

sows some other

surely

have harvests of just that ‘grain. Every
seed bears fruit after its owa kind. This
lesson of nature teaches

the. same

reapf

one of these missions, who carries a flow-

the very men who act upon this law in the
natural world often fail to perceive it in
the spiritual world. By a strange infatuation they S8eem to forget that God causes
this law to be as inexorable in mind as in
matter. They put from their memory the
solemn fact that retributive justice follows
the order of this law. Yet, if such per-

imitators

even in the cities of Great Britain, and
letters are occasionally sent back to the
parent Flower Mission with thanks for
the suggestion. Thus does a deed of
love multiply itself. Whatever blesses a
human being in one quarter of the world
finds friends of humanity quick to carry
the same blessing to every other.
There
is a universal brotherhood.

the humblest

Meanwhile,

person ‘in the

some cheerless home,

its

agency to

contributes

fo

its

good work.
hy

“The lady of that New York mansion
~who recently introduced ‘the educated
Chinaman,” who has come to this country
to enlighten us on the beauties of Confucianism, to a parlor-full. of guests who
had assembled to listen to him, and who

accompanied the introduction with some
remarks
do no:

¢ who

praising the Buddhists
belisve

closed with

in

an

actual

hell”

some reflections

and

upon the

purity of Christian ministers, could hard-

ly have relished reading a few days afier-

wards that this same Chinaman kad been
chased by the police out of the back door
of a disreputable house in a western city.

ey are such comments as

that that

actual facts are often making on our
words.
And the comments generally
seem to be quite as severe upon those
who indulge in flings against Christianity as upon any other class of persons.
This ** educated

Chinese gentleman,” by

the way,

name

whose

is

Wong

sons would study the Bible, or the history
of nations ‘or individuals, they would perceive that sin bears fruit after its own

Ching

ental fraud, and a good many people are

«making themselves silly over him.

with the
And at

breath of flowers on Wedne day.

nightfall we shall find nearly’ every sol-

dier’s grave in the Union bearing its floral

tribute. The predicted falling off in the
- observance of the day is not yet witness-

ed.

The country delights to-thus remem-

Nation holds its dead. Let us be grateful‘ for all the hopeful omens under
which Decoration day is this year observ-

For the first time since the war
ed.
armed troops are not on duty in the
policy

- wwhich seeks the substantial union and
It is a policy
‘harmony of all sections.

one stone, le

that in the

sixteenth-century

na-

tional benefitto come out of the policy.

~——THERE

is no

better

educator

in

a

sound reasons, represent

the ‘denomina-

tional beliefs and practices with which
the family is in sympathy. Butthisis a
matter that is sadly neglected by Christian people. They often provide political and secular reading for their households, but leave the moral and higher
nature unprovided-for. The evils of such
a course are many, and must be appar-

ent sooner or later.

mind the cause for which they gave their

lives, and to see to it, while we put fresh

Consider'these facts,

which are presented by the Waichman:
Not two-thirds of the families represented
by the membership of our Baptist churches in New England take a denominational paper. We have a membership
of

no yielding

to nullify the

sacrifice whieh they made.

lo

was slain

by

a

lows fonMordecai, and upon it was himself hung. Herod slew the innocent children, and in less than a century his own
family ‘became extinct. The princes of
Babylon moved with envy caused Daniel

to be cast into the lions’ den, and were
themselves cast to the lions.
Indeed,
the Bible goes further than ‘this, and
teaches that the penalty -of sin’may be paid

by the posterity, or the representatives,
of the transgressor. ~ The Lord sometimes

which he portrayed the power of retributive justice, and, with'a splendor of utter-

ance which we have never heard surpassed,
showed how sin bears the inevitable fruit

ciple, in one form

Cumberland

by the spirit of the Master,

States,

were present

service

Going out into the walks of every

day

or

another,

to retain it but unwise to abandon it.
Yith the most of the evidence in the
case turned against them, we trust that
those who first raised this question will

seek forgiveness for whatever mischief
the discussion has caused,
——AT the close of a sensible article

on

on

the

was held in

and polity.

opening

all

every seed bears fruit after its own kind in

glaring letters on the stirface of society.

The sluggard can not sow idleness and
reap prosperity.

The drupgard

sow discord and reap peace.’

edn not

The retkless

their ill harvests to Their findred and successors. Joram, king of Israel, was slain

by Jehu, and his body cast into the portion

retribution for his father’s cruelty. Parents
transmit to their children their physical
and mental. disorders. The sins of the

the child.
of families
the superintendent of the Savbath-sehod} to the wickedness of some ancestor. They
in connection with.a Baptist church was | whe forsake God will be forsaken by him.
expelled from the church for slandering Transgressions of law .are self-productive.
to resign his

| Acts become habits, and habits a slavery.

is among nearly ‘ull the churehes quite

cal progression fn this matter. Men gather

The English are spending $80,000,000” annually on their army in Indid; and only a few
hundred thousands on the education of the
people.
i
:
‘The question of changing its name seems
likely. to come up at the next General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal church. The
coolness of the Church Journal in suggesting
a name based on the assumption that the
Protestant Episcopal is the church of America
is quite refreshing.

Weare gladto

ask the

attention

of our

|.

. Herald

Ir is not well for the spiritual life or
for the influence of an individual, except
should so constantly work out of denom-

names of his own
a

forget

the

familiar

household, and with-

special spiritual

home

‘‘board

round” at the varied tables, with equal
relish, and with equal profitlessness.

peripatetic, gushing, and endlessly perorating, * wandering stars,” withoutan appointed orbit or a warm centripetal love,

moving
where.

everywhere and
sho

welcome

no-

.

And our contémporary might have add-

ed that the more of those

‘ peripatetics ”

fects.

:

Of course our English Baptist brethren are
at }iberty to present as costly testimonials as
they please
to the agents of their benevolent

associations, but somehow the accotinf on our

we

have

just re-

ceived, containing extracts from the tes-

*

churehd:chareh in

interests. -

THOMPSON,

the National

Temperance Society contains ‘much faforma-

friends who have been

of

the

more in.particular after the session of the Q.
“M.
C. M. PRESCOTT.
REV. G. P. LINDERMAN writes that a coun~

denominational
and inspiring.

denominational

opened by Rev. A. L. Gerrish;

cil met at Almena, Mich., on the 13th inst., and
organized a church
of thirty-three members,
after which four persons were baptized by the
writer. This is the result of a meeting held
last winter by Miss L. A. Mains assisted by
Bro. Linderman.—Bro. L. also baptized twenty candidates at Paw Paw, on the 20th, and
expected to baptize about thirty more on the

spirit,

(2) What

the Association should do for its feeble
churches, by Rev. S. D. Church; and (3)
Denominational

publications

and

their

following Sabbath.
REv. M. B. FELT, formerly of Salem, Neb.,
has accepted a call to the pastorate of the

presence of Revs. E. N. Fernald and J. L.

Liberty, Ill., church, and

place

of Rev.

church.

Rev.

W.

Mion Wright, whb has been constituted one
of the: Bishops of the

in the hearts of the immediate’ managers.
To be sure this gives only one side of the

editor of the paper,

Tobey was re-elected to the

O.

post of assistant

There should be fruitage.

pastorate with the chnrch in Chester, Ohio,

It is

scarcely

necessary to speak of the scholarly
and A.J. Kirkland. We had
rejoice not only in the truths
but also in the preachers.

and

reason to
preached,

The Sunday-school meeting on Wednesday evening was largely attended and
one of the best held in connection with the
Association for years. The question-box

exercise wus & new and interesting feat
ure.
The standing officers of the Association

of the family

were not materially changed. “Rev. 8. D.

nd $1,500 gold.

These are considered very

moderate salaries by our Methodist friends.
came a long way from acquirting him, | A'significant and very gratifying feature of
For the sake of humanity, to say nothing the statistical report at the late Illinois State
of the fair name of Massachusetts, we are Bunday-school Convention, was the statement

in

Quarterly Meetings.

thony (Treasurer). The last two are members Ex-Officio. Itis to be hoped that
the coming year will be characterized by

oN

its March session

Q. M.—Held

Houit
church. On account of the
i
es
bad traveling there were but few delegat
wt with
preseiit, The buy nets foi] ingy. ofof worship
reat harmony, and t
characterized by the Spicy 8 presence.
Ee
the 1st
eld with
The June session will
‘Hodgdon chureh, contmencing Friday,in June
15. Churches are requested to bringin needtheirof
as ,the Q. M. is ors, mich
tax

abundant

»

“During the present week the National
Baptist detiomina-

W. ¥. KevNey, Olerk.

funds.

at the First Baptist

The attendance is

Q. M,—Held its luktsession with
SPAFFORD
{he Harford ALA Feb. 23, 24, Rev: €. L:
were mostly
The churches
Vail; Moderator,
represented by letter and delegation, The

arrearages of the MissionaryUnion. When ‘on

t
Rev. L. D. Howe was with us apd An ajd
in
to the irterest of the meeting.
sermon wiydfstivered by the Rev. W. Brown

the Sabbath.

the Richford ehuroh, June
the sunhject of extinguishing this debt was |. P Next Q. M. with Friday
before, at 6 o'clock,
Conference
9,10.
d
pervade
asm
enthusi
of
fever
presented, a
P., Nl. 4 e desire a full elogation. and ate resi
per

the vast assembly.

The spirit manifested

shouldbe contagious.

ies, atid the
dem bt

Other features in

encouraging throughoutIn.
gence was cheering.

home:

Chicago,

wiv

preuched

4. Malyerr,
Wood, J. J.F.HullMoshe
W. Perry,H, F. Layme
r, v3
n, G.

Water

months

old

He sailed from Boston’ in the * Bata

via,” May 26th.

8 good

. F. Ravlin of
Wednesday evening. Chose delegates to hee
Rev § Tl
Yearly meeting: Ministers,
.
man, L. L. Harmon, O. T. Moulton,

————————————

his

Tlie revival

five churches,

place, in one !
work of grace has taken
Dow,
commenced lately and 15° progressing other
present from
Several ministers were
was Rev,
uarterly Meetings, one of whom

WHILE the Freewill Baptist church at Laconia is being rebuilt, the pastor, Rev. -L.
or more, and make a visit to Englend,

of four cents
omN TyLEr, Clerk.

ROCKINGHAM'Q.3 Pine 8t.,church, Noy 16,
with the Man
and
17. The meeting wis pleasant, spiritualintell
i

Ministers and Ehurches,
Malvern, will take a vacatioh of two

percent

J. A. Lowell.

:

M. B. Smith, M. B. V. Gley IF. I.
Dudiey,
ps, J. T. Brown, S. James, B.
Philli

fag been destroyedby fire.

RioHIAND & LICKING

-

ays

case of the
Rev, Li. Malvern presented theworsh
ip have
a, the house of
Laconi
at
ch
‘chur
LEWISTON; ME. ‘Sunday, May' 20th, Was a
lding, und vote
of rejoicing to the Pine St. Free Baptist
$9.54 was taken to aid inQ. rebui
M. be reques db
each pastor in the
very
thut
a
o'clock
9
At
,
Lewiston
in.
urch,
tion in aid ©
vathe
glad to believe that the Westborough that during the year 19,645 members of
present the case, and take a collec
Jos. FULLONTON; Clerk.
rious Sabbath-schools had been recéived
‘to large concourse of people gathered on the the object.
Superintendent is not at heart the fiend} \ndembership in the various churches of the | bank of the beautiful “Androscoggin, where |
that these ** extracts from the testimony” State, The total number - of scholars was twenty-four happy converts bore impressive |
n with the church at Centerhurg,
would make him appear to be.
404,631, 4nd it will be sden thiit the proportfotr’ witness to the reality and power of the resur Spring sessio
|

;

M.—Held its last session

these meetings may be the subject of a
B.
future comnyutrication. Providence, May 25.

of Advocates

ditional allowances for house reut. The edifors of the Advocates at: Sin, Francisco and
Foran, Oregon, receive respeetively $2,200

years’

loon donverted Into & Yeading room nicely fur-nished by the ladies, and the old proprietor
mind.
placed In charge clothed and in his right
The good work still coritinues.

Church presided. The Ex. Committee
will consist of brethren Gerrish, Church;
Given, Brewster (Secretary) and An-

tion are being held

la-

consequence of failing health, having spent
forty years in the ministry.
REV.P. W. BELKNAP writes from DeKalb
Center, Ill., that about two months ago a series of gospel temperance meetings was inaugurated in that town, conducted by a Christian
sister, which has resulted most gloriously in
reclaiming many of the most hopeless cases,
and what is better still, the most of them are
rejoicing+in the hope of etérnal life. ; The lead:
ing saloon keeper is among the saved, his sa

inspiring sermons of Revs. C. A. Bickford

W. Christian’ Advocaté, we léarn that the

ment in use at the School goes a long at New York, Chicagd, Cincinnati and St.
wayto substantiate the main’ charges. Louis receive each a salary of $3,000, with, ad-

his

bors with favorable prospects.
REV. R.E. ANDERSEN closes a seven

Accordingto an official statément in the NN.

various editors

commenced

Phillips was warmly welcomed, and they
presented the causes which they represent.

these meetings was the raisterg of nearly
fifty thousand dollars to meet {Wo years’

literature of the

co-la-

that two or three new vhurches will be added to the Q. M. at the next session; but of this

These were: —(1) Duty to labor for the
increase

brotherly

work of grace in the towns of Herrick and
Clifford near here, andas a result it is expeeted

trials. Its course was sustained by the
action of the Association.
The discussions upon
themes were earnest

very

__1learn
that there has been a ‘very powerful

of its

year, whichis ‘doing well ‘considering the financial pressure. Its publicatioffs #re adding

in

I com.

borers will attefid our S. 8. as well’ as their"
own.
i
i

ers. The Society has reduced its debt in the. large,and the exercises abound in interest
A noticeable feature of
publishing department ‘about $2000 the past and enthusiasm.

organ,

ne

The prospect of our inter

new house,about
small and spread
their house is in
E. church bad

be-

church in this ¢ity.

the denominational

;

PA.

menced labors there, preaching in the after.
noon, immediately after they dedicated their

tion that will be valued by temperance work-

temperance

Point; organized twelve

est in Thompson is quite encouraging.

. in
The church
rest in the Association
Pawtucket gave a detailed account

Anniversaries of the

‘to the sound

Cedar

‘monthg-since, has increased to twenty-nine,
and all.seem tobe working for the Master's

by baplism,—more, perhaps, than all the

the Feejee islanders.
The twelfth annual

timony, then there is terrible wickedness

testimony,’ but the very enuitieration
of the means and implements of punish~

B. F. MARSDEN.

The church in New York city has
received the largest number of additions

blessings.

country.
—]r the facts about the abuse of the
‘The General Conference ) of the United
inmates of the Westborough (Mass.y Re+ | Brethren church has elected Rey. J. W. Hott,
form School are as they appear to be of Virginia,editor of the Religious Telescope,

in & pamphlet which

shall have passed

away.

The presence and words of Fathers Bur- great interest. During the worship the house
lingame and Phelon were a marked fea- was crowded; and a very large concourse attended at the waterside, many of whom neytare. They are manifesily standing on er saw baptism administered before. It necthe border-land.
Rev. L. Dexter preach- essarily excited much talk for several days,
ed a well prepared and suggestive dis- and we hope truth gained something in the
discussion,
The churclf has gained much in
coursein the evening.
The delegates from the churches assem- influence and in the respect of the people “during the year, and if some good friends of the
bled on Wednesday.
As usual the gener- | good cause would help. them to 8500, to clear
al business was promptly and orderly their truly neat and commodious house of
transacted. Among
the extraordinary worship of debt, the brethren,who have themfeatures was the reception of letters from selves done nobly, would be very grateful to
.
twenty-four of the twenty-five churches. them and to God, and would feel that they
Two or three churches reported for the had a bright prospect of prosperity of useful
ness in a growing village.
W2% have just or”
first tipe Yor several years. Nwticeable- ganized a 8. 8. in which thé villagers manifest
among these was the church in So. Kings- an unexpected interest. Many of our M. E.

pay the running expenses of our missionary
societies, of sending blankets and top-boots to
]
report of

to
be

saved before another year

The church so long without

first p
ngly reminds some of us Ameri:
cans, who can hardly raise money enough to - good union; vigorous work and

,
a

in

inational lines as to

Zion's

position in the school on the ground that ‘ Those whose thoughts are wholly given: The late investigation before the’ Lgeislait was a separate organization and could to the pleasures aud gains of this would ture brought out some things favorable
be so fall of what they pursue as to to the Superintendent who is charged
not be interfered with by the church. shall
have
no room for any holier affection. with’ all this cruelty, but we believe it
Sunthe
turn
The only remedy was’ to

day-school out-of doors, by which means ¢ They shall eat of the fruit of their own
. the school was of course divided, quitea way, and be filled with ' their own’ deWa
:
:
large faction going off with the belliger- vices.”
in
same
the
reap
men
shail
ent superintendent. This occurrence sug- |
only
Not
gests a lesson of general application and kind as they sow, but ‘in quantity im.
There measurably more. There is an arithmetione to be heeded none too soon.

interesting features

Boston this week.

in the rarest of exceptional cases, that he

fidelity,

holds these words :

life, either in erowded cities or quiet rural * ‘About the weakest, most useless and inhomes, we find the same principle busily sufferable of modern Christians are the

God has wriftén this law that

some of their old-time

religious interest

REV. W. A. HRADRICK writes of an inter.
esting communion
service at Cedar Point,
Tenn., on the 2d Sunday in May, joined in by
| the Methodists, Cumberland
Presbyterians,
Missionary Baptists and Free Baptists. The

A: J.

Williams

“There is still a deep

manifest in the church, and earnest prayer
God that. many more precious souls may

be

:

in

a year since. 'The churehis
over a wide territory, and
fore it, and there is an earnestof old-time
a neighborhood where the M,
strength and efficiency.
all the religious. influence
:
Hence
"The annual meeting of the Rhode Island | from the early settiement of the town.
Association of Free Baptist churches closed our congregation was as we expected small,
But there has been a steady increase during
| yesterday. Tuesday ras devoted to the the-year. Bro. Abbey held a few meetings
Ministers’ Conference. “The attendance with them in March, and as usual God blessed,
was good, and all the ministers present on Tivo weeks since eight were baptized and yesthat day were examined and approved. terday three more. It. was an occasion of

at

which

hope.

it

will

worked

neighbors and friends rejoicing in a new found

full sympathy with Free Baptist doctrines

brethren to the article on the fitst page entitled
Yearly Meeting 'Work.” . If every one who
attends those meetings could go with an enthusiasm for work, both the meetings themselves
and the causes which they ought to be interest-ed in promoting would soon feel the good ef-

denominational

plan, when

which

them, ** both to. will and to do, of hiy good
pleasure,” haye been rewarded by seeing dear

patronage, by Rev. A. Lovejoy. -It was
régretted that in consequence of the rain
+ on Thursday, a larger number could not
BRIEF NOTES.
The May Anniversaries promise to present have heard the fitting words spoken. The

underlies

law of benevolence. Until the opponents
of the principle can suggest a better, or
at least an equally good system that will
do the same work,it will not only be wise

Sun-

was a very pleasant occasion. The examination was both thorough and well sustained. Not a member
6f the council was
left to feel that the new pastor was not in

repre-,

that the principle has its foundation in
the universal obligation of the Christian

the

of Rev.

Kirkland at the Roger

day, May 17. The annual sermon was
preached by Rev. Dr. Van Dike of Brooklyn, the retiring modegator, and the new
Assembly organized by the election ofthe
Rey./Dr. Eells of San Francisco, as the
moderator. In the evening an impressive
communion

Thus

We trust that the

The recent installation

Lincoln, and the General Assembly. of the
byterians at Chicago. The latter is
composed of about 500 delegates, nearly
all of whom

.

who may agree tp take thefn.

three”

Assembly

winter

doors, windows, ete., in a similar way to those

.” Rhode Island Correspondence.

at Westfield, the

Baptist

ness” add for the wonderful work he has done

so

Starcke will stay. a pastor is cheered with the prospect

Presbyterian

past

for.us as a church and people, during the past
year. God’s dear people-here, being inspired

-

intolerance in

Free

the

the

at

~ Benominational Helos,

»

ren General Conference

the systems of education’ of the civilized
world; that the objections commonly
made to it are of little or no weight; and

out

of death.

The New York correspondent of the father may be reproduced in
Stadard makes mention of a case where | We often trace the misfortune

Ld

of

the

ten

Christians were invited to participate.
senting at least, 38,000 families, and the’ ‘So far, the business has been of the usual
total eirculation in those States, of all routine character, though two important
115,000 in the six Eastern

to threats or perplexities on the part of of the field of Naboth the Jezreelite, in

his paster, but who refused

devil

and that Mr.

by
during

and spring, twenty-one persons were received
into the church by baptism on May 20th, and,
we trust there are § more to follow.” We have
great reason to *‘ praise the Lord for his good-

consid-

is presented to the Sunday-schools,
cordially received.

—TuE West seems peculiarly favored this
year in that it has the privilege of enter
taining.several annual and triennial meet ings of the various denominations of Christians.
At present three of these aré in
session in Illinois, viz.: the United Breth-

family than a good -religious' paper,
and
the
religious paper,
if there
can be but one, should, for obvious and

youth can not sow wild gats and reap har: | a denomination has im its membership,
vests of precious grain. Not only. do per~ ‘the nearer is it to death's door,
of our dead soldiers, to keep fresh in
sons reap as they sow, but they ‘bequeath

our lawsmakers is allowed

two or

awhile.

,80:it becomes us to revive the memory

© - flowers on their graves, that

within

-

enjoyed

of.this place

partof the fruits

from the presence

much - apiece—say

to build it,

conducted.

more

-

of the Lord”
‘| church

under

Asa

of a glorious * refreshing

day-sehools will be the principal contributors
to the erection of a building which would not
only stand as a monument to their enterprising
gengrosity, but would also be a great blessing
to the people in whose interests the school is

of Ger-

-

SHERBURNE, N. Y.

church

bir

the church is greatly
R. L.H,

cents—to the Sunday-school children, and

ed

weeks,you will never leave alive. So help
us the three-united God whorn you are denying.” - Verily, this reads like a page out
of sixteenth century history.
are glad
-to believe,however,that nineteenth-century

"." CURRENT TOPICS.

stone hurled from
the hand of an enemy.
Haman with wicked purpose, built a gal-

which has much to commendi¢, and for at work.

this reason these who mest.distrustit are
waiting to see it fairly tried. We greatly regret some of its attending mapifestations-in the South, and if they are to be

continued ean hardly hope for much

belong“to hell.

If you do not leave

Muscatine,

visits * the iniquity of the fathers upon the
ber its dead heroes. Even the unknown children unto the third and fourth generor ation.” ‘The seed of evil-doers shall
- soldier's grave, without headstone
* footpiece, will often be found the most never be renowned.” One of the most
thickly strewn with flowers—significant thrilling discourses we ever heard was by
reminder of the esteem in which the ‘Mr. Moody on the character of Ahab, in

South, and there is in operation a

devil,and devils

to

nection with the Harper's
Ferry Normal
School, . It is proposed to sell the brick need-

Baptist papers, is less than 25,000 copies !" matters have been introduced and referred,
We submit that this ought not se to- be. viz. : a change in the basis of representaIt is time for our churches to make an tien, reducing materially: the number of
kind: "The Nemesis-of poetry is-not-al-. organized effort to supply ors
Wil: -delegates,
and -a—radical change inthe
with. a Baptist paper.
together a fable. - There is a special mes- family
method of considering and voting .on apbegin. the revolution?
senger of vengeance who punishes evil
In every parish or neighborhood there peal cases coming from the lower bodies.
deeds with retribution.
The law
of
It is probable that some
important quesought
to be somebody who will undertake
God, that every seed bears fruit after its
tions of doctrine will yet awaken heated
to see that so good a work as that is ac| own kind, is this messenger.
*‘ The recdiscussion, with what result we shall incomplished.
:
form our readers
hereafter.—With
the
ompense of a man’s hand shall be rendermeeting of the™National Convention of the
ed unto him.” ¢¢ His own iniquities shall
take the wicked himself, and he shall be ——AFTER an intelligent and thorough re- Y. M. C. A., at Louisville, and, later, of
holden with the cords of his sins.”
view-of ‘‘the beneficiary question” a cor- the National Congregational Council at
Detroit, the West will possibly have expeThe Scripture affords many. striking il- respondent of the Examiner and Chroniienced enough ecclesiastical thunder and
lustrations of this law. Thus, Abimelech cle-comes to this conclusion :
lightning - to greatly purify the atmosWe find, then, that the beneficiary prin- phere.
slew seventyspf his own brothers upon

Foo, seems to be a kind of polished ori-

“We shall find the air laden

at this season of the year to plant his
fields with good grain, much more should
men seek to sow in their hearts thosetholy
truths that shall bear fruit to eternal life.
Let every young man, é&specially, who

object

eration for completing the Ladies’ Hall in con-

hot-

other

will

‘We learn that there is.a plan

dispute

league

among

val in’ the winter, and
encouraged.

vention it may possibly be reached.”

profane language, contained such sentences as these: ‘‘ Your breath is infecting
our pure and holy doctrines.
You are a

reward for time and eternity:

er to be eonveyed through

found

‘‘ A

man Christians,” and,

If, therefore, the husbandman is careful

the same ;” and, “Whatsoever a man

vicinity of

ed in an unobtrusive ‘and welcome way.
The charity, first carried to. its present
has

"missives was signed,

jour crowned the whole with the richest to-

chimes should they ever be so constructed us
to furnish music, and as this is an age of in-

in the name of the Trinity, to leave the
town under penalty of death. One of these

take root and grow and produce bitter
fruit millions of ages hence. From this
law of seed-time and harvest there.is no
escape.

spring-time of his life God calls upon him
to form such a character for
hpliness as

soweth to the flesh shall of the flesh reap
corruption; but he that soweth to the
Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting.” : «He that soweth iniquity,” said
Solomon, *‘ shall reap vanity.” As in this
season of the year whatever seed is son
will hereafter reproduce itself, so in spiritual life whatever principles are sown will
bear harvests of their own kind. This
law is as exact and as’ universal in the
realm of spirit as in the domain of nature.
All men recognize this law in the natural world. They do not expect to gather
figs of thorns, or grapes of thistles. Yet,

Boston,

that.‘ very few people

ter and hotter for some time, until a few
days since} when the offender received a
batch of anonymous letters warning him

soweth:that shall he also reap. For he that

beautiful by a bouquet of flowers presentin

The spirit will carry with it through eternity the habits it acquired here. The seeds
of its sowings here will go along with it,

may read these words, know

truth

The

happiest day of their lives, and the dear Say.

fastidious neighbors

all sorts of sévere things
"The Alliance, évidently desiring to comfort all parties, suggests

declarbd by the Bible, “saying, * They
that plow iniquity, and sow wickedness, may bring to him harvests of peace and | Christianity will effectually cast out that

and the couch where the sufferer is bi
.trated— such places as-these throughout
the city are daily made fragrant and

extent

in Muscatine in particular.

between the two churches has waxed

The

Philadelphia, so recently, and are threatening

man Orthodoxy in America in general, and

the grave, and remain with it for all ages.

placed in

had, however, heard.of the judge’s injunction kens of his-love. Still ‘others were baptized
which silénced the bells of St. Mark church, | ‘on the Siinday following, as fruits of the revi-

The pastor of one, Rev. Mr. Starcke, isa
good deal of a free thinker and has preachted somewhat against the doctrine: of the
Trinity.
This church also, not unnaturally,largely sympathizes with the belief of
the pastor.
The other church seems. ‘to
consider itself the special guardian’ of Ger-

Bnei

s¥wing meet the soul on the other side of

by and by; or, if he
he shall

the pastoifs wife,

will, and of zealously burning every. dissenter at the stake,is a good deal strength-

which they sow remains in operation in
the life to come.
Harvests from seed-

The farmer turns up

grain,

«+ “A chime of bells has lately been

Wn

twelve others-—thirty-six-in allreceived the
hand of fellowship. At the evening prayer.
meeting most of them testified that it was the

the belfry of the Pilgrim Congregationalist
church,
at St. Louis—the gift, we believe, of

and Baptists

which have come down to us from the misty

tive principle of sin ‘does not cease in this
world. “The law’ that men reap
that

the past year,
by the. plow the field to sunlight and
has sent out,
shower ; he scatters upon the bosom of
It is not |
it.
the soil the grain ; he sows the seed toso much more’ day, hoping to reap harvests in due time.
wealthy than Americans, that that work
This period of the year affords us inis so well sustained, but it is because structive lessons.’ The voice of the season
they’ are more ready to give as "the Lord teaches us that according to the seed-time
has prospered them.
Where is some shall be the harvest-time. "Whatsoever a
Moody to preach the gospel of giving in
man sows in the spring he shall reap in
this-country, and to bring the Lord's the autumn. If a farmer now scatters
money out of the hoarding-places where over his plowed fields wheat,he shall reap
One of the gentlest
charities of the season

of Puritans against Quakers

The most solemn aspect of this matter
of sowing and reaping is that the produe-

seemed to be no lack.” We had thought oarth indicate the revival of nature, The
as much, after reading about the presen-- hill-sides are clothed with verdure. “The
tation of those gold caskets, and services trees are putting forth their leaves. Orof silver, and ‘picture galleries, -ete. chards and gardens are fragrant with
Think of that income of nearly

already enrolled as churcli'mempers,

prolific nature. The disobedience of Eve ened by recent events at the small city of
| has covered the earth with harvests of ‘Muscatine in Towa. It seems that there
misery, One man’s sin has more than are at that place two German churches.

SOWING AND REAPING.
We have reached the seed-time of the

year.

feel inclined,
to half |

part of the Catholics dgainst Puritans and

ble officets of the school should be elect- 5| that seed would plant. the entire surface
ed by the church—or at least .be agreea- of the earth with thistles. Sin has a ‘like
ble to the church—just as manifestly as

sometimes

doubt the authenticity of the accounts of
intolerance and cruel persecutions on the

‘which from one seed will ‘growa stalk Jpast. Our faith, however, in the ability of
bearing a hundred heads, and each head human nature..to arrogate to itself the
a hundred seeds. The third crop from task of deciding just what is God's supreme

control of the church as the child should
be under the guiding control of the par-

Editor.

We

The

increwse ‘ingtruit from a-mokral action is in
like manner with that of the fruit from
seed in the physical world. Naturalists
tell us that there is a kind of thistle,

much under the watchful care and actual

dll
—

Observe what

the wind shall reap the whirlwind.”

of those converted is very encouraging, ‘for a ‘rection, in the ordinance of baptism, At the
larger per centage of “this total was, mo” doubt; | "¢lose of the sermon dt the church; these, with
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Waiting the judgment day ;
’Broidered with gold, the Blue;
sMellowed with gold, the Gray.

So when the summer calleth,

to catch his victim on
But the keen-eyed lad
him. Detecting the
like a flash he slipped
fallen trees, so that,

‘Waiting the judgment day ;—.

‘Wet with the rain, the Blue;
‘Wet with the rain, the Gray.

enemy dashed in

was not always ready

heed.

’

to

with

a yell,

the

our dead!

Finch.

Carel.

unseen.

on

and when some officer having a
line

the

hours

and half-hours

throwing his tomahawk at him between
and struck the

were

spaced off on either side the noon mark
This
for the forenoon and i afternoon.
kind of clock answered very well when

the skies were clear, but in cloudy weather a settler’s family
the flood of time.

was

sadly

weapon

against

two mark, the mother noted it, and said

No, sir!”

hit.

g| fternoon.

very anxious about him, and called ¢o
her husband who was in the field near
by. Bat their confidence in the young

chase for
a long

fellow’s ability to take care of himself
was such that they waited, though uneasily, until after four, when the father slung

his gun across his shoulder and started
up the path by which the absentée was
bis

Pld

-

Ga

Mr. King was a fine specimen ofa border man,

tall,

brave and intelligent.
rienced hunter
fighter.

steady-nerved,

strong,

He was an expe-

and a successful Indian
:
:

But now, leaving him, as with cat-like
step and watchful eye he threads the belt
"of woods, let us go with John and discover the cause of his unusual delay.

He had doue his errand, his aunt had
stuffed his pockets with parched corn,
and on his return he had reached a certain bend in the path where he sat down
on a mossy bank to tighter the strings of
his coarse shoes. Just as the matter was
finished, a noise caused him
to look
sharply among the trees, when he espied

within a few rods, running toward him
with uplifted tomahawk,

an

exceedingly

large Indian. A glance was enough to
start the lad to his feet and prompt him
tohis best speed for safety. But the
warrior’s position was such as to cut’ him
off from the path to his own home, or to
his uncle’s; so that no way was left him

but to strike into the untrod forest and

run for life.

he drew his

to tire the
dodging.

Indian,

scalping knife
time,

that]

suer rapidly overtaking him, and knew
“that he could not escape by flight.

And

10 aggravate his case, he saw at this in-

up in pieces, and it cost as mach to
port them as the original price.
2 "White

pair,

thinking

|to add to his, occasionally,

youngster out. by constant |found out the squirrel secret.

Bat in this plan ‘he

was

mis-

Presently it was time to go

taken, for a resolute, hard-working; fron- | when all the rest had

tier boy has a vast

fund of

endurance. | the trees, Curly, got

Once the gleaming knife, thrust between

but

|-

ed, and he struck the brutal hand a heavy

*“Good-by, little squirrel.,
nuts more

i ime.”

blow with the tomahawk handle.

But the many turns and tides, tricks
and dodges of that fearful struggle can
‘never be related. There are some scenes

noon John's thoughts and eyes were con-

stantly turning in the direction of his
home. He knew that his father would

bodies ; their
the workers,
warfare than
the defenders

and felt they would not leave him to

per-

ish.

was

and

girl who was crying as she held to the
arm of a larger boy who was laughing.
« What's the matter, Nora?”

got my kitty,

and

bed poor little Nora Malony.
“Come, now, stop that, and give th
girl her kitten,” said Rex, angrily.
But Joe only laughed the ‘more, and

him to stop

fate.

The

i

warrior’s weapons and

:

He doubled up his little fists,
were so

little!

And

then

an

but they
excellent

nl thought came into Curly’s head, and he
trinkets said, ** Joe, will you give up the kitty,
\

[

Yet

strange to say, these formidable heroes, upon
whom the safety of the numerous family so largely
depends, are totaly blind; and most amusing it is
to see them, when attacked, moving their mon.
strous heads from side to side, opening and shut‘
;
ting their jaws.

Their

houses

are

earth, the largest in

conical
the

mounds

center

of

and

de-

creasing in size to the outer circle.

The

walls are thick and substantial,

will

and

bear up a man, and it is said by M. Figuier that even buffaloes mount upon them
to see if there are any bears or panthers
around. Some of these mounds are from
ten to twelve feet in hight, and even
twenty feet is the statement of one travel-

er.

The entrance is throngh an under-

ground

passage,

some

the mound.

distance
,

from

7

Here is something about their destructive abilities:
®
The accounts of the destruction caused

by the

termites would
be incredible, were they not too
11 attested
to be doubted. They will cut into
ti¢\hardest substances, particularly wood, which
seefns
to be a favorite article of diet with them.
Stanley, the discoverer of Livingstone, relates that
on one occasion upon examining certain stores
he found that these insects
had not only devoured

His basket

Rainford stopped short, and spoke to a

by a cruel boy.

mandibles are larger than those of
and more adapted for weapons of
for implements of labor. They are
of the colonies and the maintainers

| ifthey venture to attack one of the hives.

of a form coming up the path. Ob, how his cruel teasing, Joe was so much older
and stronger than he that it was of no use
his heart bounded !
to try, .
:
2
:
‘With renewed force he began again to
Curly turned very red as he heard Nohurl at his foe everything he could seize, ra’s sobs and the mewing of the kitten
raising such a commotion as to attract his which was crowded into Joe’s basket; for
father’s noti¢e, who, comprehending the he thought of his dear Kitty Clover, and
whole scene at a glance, stole up within what it would be to have her tormented

The sequel is soon told. The erack of
the settler’s rifle signaled thé Indian's

workers.

once draws blood, and so tenacious is their grip
that they will rather die than let go thex
hold.
The negroes;on account of theif bare feet and
scanty clotting, are forced to beat a hasty retreat

was not very full; still it held a pretty

At length he caught a distant glimpse though Rex longed tdforce

as the

| cally do they discharge their duties. Their bite at

seek him before night, and as the hours says he will throw her in the water,” sobwore on he began to look with great
anxiety for his coming.
He had the
common faith of all children.in parents,

a hundredth

of good order, and most faithfully and energeti-

-

« Joe Blinker has

about

They
are twice as long,

Their heads are horny, and much larger than their

good:number for a little boys first attempt
too tragical for words; besides, the par-|® t nut-picking, and Curly thought his
ticulars are covered under the drifts of mother would be quite pleased to see even
forgetfulness ever heaping above the $0 many.
e was saying so to himself when Rex
past.
Of course, during all that terrible after-

the

According to

and weigh fifteen times as much

1 fink you
safe anofer

Then he ran after the boys.

The soldiers number only

| part of the commifity.

away from
and whispering

better hide your

nurse

can. justeat-into-meost-any +

thing no matter how hard.

softly, said :—

the logs after him, came near doing its
bloody work ; but John’s grit was arous-

provisions,

an article in Chamber's Journal, from
which the facts here presented are gleaned:
.

turned

up,

collect -the

|_jaws:whiclr

nobody |

home,

the

young and wait upon the royal couple.
Their bodies are very soft, but they “have

:

he

Ants.

The workers are so named because it is
their business to do the work, that is,
build their houses and keep them in re-

So there Curly sat for the rest of the
boys thought

trans-

soldiers and workers are, even from their
birth, distinct from the males and females.

needn’t fill it,” said Curly,

The

is

* Among the termites or white ants,

and gave|iired; some of them gave him a few nuts

perhaps

He had gone but a little dis- gun shot of the unsuspecting red man.

tance when he heard the steps of his pur-

J

This so maddened the

and

this lake. Of course, they had to be taken

he began to pelt his enemy with stones|iooken away from dear little squirrels?
and lumps of earth obtained from the up-|
turned soil, giving him many a stinging

60 broad,

ture of Puno is often 18 degrees at sunrise. There are two little steamers on

D ravely, though with a little sigh. * You
and |g nk I want to eat nuty vat have been

to herself, “¢ For once John is outdone.”
‘When half-past two was reached she
went to the door and looked for him;
when the three mark was passed she felt

to

over, although it is said that the tempera-

and I'll hide them all safe.”

perhaps he meant to frighten
was to place his hideous face al the open- | git there 8
ing between the log§ gud howl and goash
«¥ed I

from 30

about the size of Lake Oatario. The
latest surveys show its altitude to be 12,493 feet, or not as high by about 300 feet
as is generally stated. It never freezes

¢ You're a funny little chap,” said Rex.
his victim, | « How can you fill up your basket if you

rallied,

I
taining among the

the utmost
care has to be takento guard against
their depredations. Bed-posts and the legs of
tables and chairs are placed in vessels containing
water. Nothing
to which they
can gain access escapes their voracity. Boots, shoes, and the contents of trunks,
if left upon the ground, are destroyed in a single night. They rarely venture in
sight, anu so secretly, are their operations’ per-’
formed, that the utozost precautions of the inmates
are often rendered abortive. Having extended
their galleries beneath the
se, they will perforate the floors, hollow out the beams and rafters,
and if not speedily destroyed, will render the

house unsafe for habitation.

They always leave

a thin shell of the object attacked,so that detection
is impossible; and curious stories are told of the
manner in ‘which articles of furniture., etc, which
have been operated upon by these invisible destroyers have fallen to pieces on the slightest
touch, much to the chagrin and often astomishment of the beholder. * At La Rochelle, Rochefort,
and other towns in’ the south of France (into
which country they are supposed fo have been unintentionally imported with some bales of goods

at the end of the last centxry), many houses have

been completely undermined by them. At Tournay, Charente, the floor of a dining room gave
way during a dinner-party, and the occupants
were precipitated into the cellar, At La Rochelle.
the termites took up their abode in the prefect’s
house. One day a clerk on opemmng the box in
which the government documents had been de

posited found them, as he thought, complete and
uninjured; but on raising the topmost leaf, he saw
only a small heap of rubbish.

The termities

had

ward Seymour, of the Scribner firm,
The
Old Cabinet” disagrees with Tourguenefl’s own
estimate of (the

young,

yet

we

must

houses,” by Clarence Cook (who will

ad-

Stoves” (both with illustrations) for summer
tourists,and supplemental notes on “Cisterns,” *

confidence in the

by Col. Waring.
“The World’s Work”js
practical.—New York: Scribuer&

‘ almighty dollar,” no matter how gained, and
short but
the European’s hesitancy and fear of marryER
TR

ing out of .caste, are true to life.

.

The plot of the story is briefly
man, a young American, who has

He

meets

that he

with an
marry,

and

to him

a

and Berlin;

young widow of French and English parent
age, Madame de Cintre. © He makes her ac-

his fa-

murdered

mother

is

illustrated with

The illustrations represent the best work of
leading American engravers.
The description
of the Androscoggin lakes is quite goed, but
the illustrations lack the finish lately given to
those in a similar paper in Scribner's.
Since
the performance at Bayreuth of Richard Wage
ner's: Niebelungen Ring trilogy, thére has
beén unusual popular interest in the story of
the Niebelungen Lay. In this number, Miss

friends can
not bring themselves to seea
Her
countess marry a ‘‘ commercial person.”
younger brother, wounded in nn duel, on his
death bed tells Newman,—~a family secret,—

his

text

Lenbach, Max, Defregger, Makart,and Kuaus.

is accept-

ed, only to be shortly after dismissed, for her

that -probably

and the

reproductions of the best pictures by German
artists, and with portraits of Kaulbach, Pioty,

quaintance,receives permission from her mother and brother to press his suit, and

will find Mr.

previous contributions on English and French
art. It gives a concise but satisfactory ace
count.of the Art Schools of Munich, Vienna, .

acquaintance
recommends

Harper

Benjamin’s
paper on Contemporary Art in
Germany quite as novel and interesting as his

to enjoy him«

old

Paris, whose wife suggests

should

Readers of the June

this: Newmade a for-

ther. He obtains proofof it in a few words
written by the murdered man a few moments

before his death and given to a servant,
But
‘when Newman presents this to the family and

Leda

M. Schoonmaker,

writer, gives a

threatens to make it public, unless they withthey full back upon their
draw their objections,
Madame
-pride and await the consequences.
de Cintre enters a convent, and Newman on
reflection restrains his desire for revenge and
the proof
contains
burns the: .paper which
It would be a sad misagainst the family.
Nothing could
take to call this a love story.
Our calculating
sentiment.
be freer from
understand sucha
bardly
American could
term, aud the French countess ‘would place
little valoe upon it. Yetihe style of the book
is ‘well sustained, and as a study of art as
The
well as of character it will rank high.
very opening scene is in the famous Louvre,
and its subsequent pages are more or less fill-

very

a

cultivated

graphic

German

outline

of the

story and its principal characters; which are
also rendered -by the masterly pencil of Mr.

Fredericks in eight effective illustrations.

finely illustrated—on the * Wheeler Survey
in Nevada.”
He describes the work of ti#
survey, and the wonders of Lake Tahoe and
Virginia City.
Gibraltar—its history,its natural features, and its modern political and military siguificance—is the subject of a paper as
interesting as a romance, by Gorge M. Towle.

The jllustrations are drawn

by

Samuel

Col-

man, the artist, who has done himself and the
subject ample justice.
Dr. John W. Praper
continues his important series of illustrated

papers, “ Popular Exposition of Som»

ed with art talk and” picture criticisms,

Scien-

tific ExXperiments,”treating in this number the
methods ofbriaging phantom impressions into

pub-

Robert Carter & Brothers (New York)

Mr.

William A. Rideivg contributes a paper—also

view, and

lish a volume entitled ** MY SAVIOUR,” which
is composed of meditations jn prose and verse
on the'names and titles of Christ, and reveal-

the phosphorescence

of diamonds

and other bodies.
Fiction has, as usual, its
generous allotment
of space.. Charles Reade’s

ing the pious meditationsof Rev. John East} remarkable novel, “ A

‘Woman-Hater”,
and
:
2 It is based-on-a—thorotgh + Blackmore's.‘ Erema’?-are-continued:— Mrs;
belief in the old fashioned doctrine of the di- Frank M’Carthy’s shoit story, *“ The DProfessor’s Victims,” is well told, and is
novel
vinity of the Lord, and is constantly occupied
;

with the

‘‘ great

mystery

as it is dramatic.
A large installment of
Julian Hawthorne's ¢* Garth”—full of interests
ing dramatic situations—concludes this very

of godliness—God

manifest in the flesh.” = While being in no
sense argumentative, the book shows a highly
devotional

mind

constantly

springs of its own life,

examining

and sweet,and seeking to ripen

Christian experience.

into

tertaining and instructive matter.—New
Harper & Bros.

a better

The author finds in the

Bible sufficient proof of the trinityin

God, and so uses,

original novel.
The Editorial Departments
furnish, as usual, a well-organized body of en

the

to see if they be pure

in reference

multitude of texts not ordinarily so

The subjects of ‘the

the

one

to Christ,
referred.

meditations are such as

¢ Alpha and Omega,” * Almighty,” “ The Be-

kind of literature that they

loved,”* Elect,” “Father,” Friend,” “Judge,”
“

Light,”

“

Priest,”

“

Redeemer,”

“

with.

Sun,”

hide

BEN BLINKER ; Or,

Maggie's

Golden

Motto

or’s Som,”

ete.

Boston:

Lee &

pp. 282.
($1.25).
Blinker was a drunkard..

Shepard,

He

to get along

-1 universal query of children, ‘ What shall we
do?” Mary E.C. Wyeth contributes a poem

snd What it Did for her Brother. By Daniel
Wise, D. D., author of * Glen Morris Stories,” ** Winwood Cliff, or, Osciir the Sail16mo.
Bob

had

The poems of this number are especial

ly good. Mrs. S. M. B, Piatt writes *“ A Book
about the Baby,” Mrs. Whiton answers the

“ Shield,” etc., there being fity-two such gubjects considéred.

York:

We welcome the June, Wide Awake on its
prosperous way. It will captivate iis young
readers, and make the older ones sigh as they
think of their childhood days and the severe

a

.
lived

with his family on an island a little way from
Winwood.
During a freshet his supply of
whiskey was exhausted, and he started, in his
boat, to go to the village for more. - The cur-

for the country
- boys,

* Sheep-washing,”

“ Miltiades” has one of

his

amusing

and

adven-

tures, illustrated by L. Hopkins,
* Child
Marian” is still in Rome.
She takes a splash
in the famous fountain of Trevi, and fights under Garibaldi.
* Quinnebasset Girls,” by

Sophie May,

reaches

a climax of interest.

And there is a delightfully funny illustrated
paper, by Mrs, Nellie Eyster, about “ Tong
Sing Kow,” a real China

boy ef San

Francise

rent was too strong, and he was swept out
seaward. = The people of the village helped
Mrs, Blinker, and Ben found a place in a
store. - His sister had for a motto, which hung

co, Cal. Perhaps the most noticeable article
is No.X. of the * Poets’ Home Series;” concerning Willium Dean Howells, editor of the

in their sitting-room, these words, ‘* Beware
of Beginnings.” When Ben was temptedto do

with views of the home exterigi®and the study”

wrong he
thought of this
thought helped him in doing
the esteem of his employer
retain him at advanced wages,

motto, and the
right.
He won
who wished.to
but Mrs, Blin

ker tliought it better for him to remuin on the
island,
which was given her by her father,
and
becomie a farmer.
Ben consented, and
during the summer they made many improvements about the farm. They at length heard
from Bob Blinker.
He was picked up by a
vessel, whose captain was a teetotaler, so he
determined to reform; angl shipped with him.
This news rejoiced the family, but soon after

they learned that he was washed from the ship
and drowned.
They mourned (or him, but
working as best they could, with Maggie’s
motto in mind, they soon became comfortable
and prosperous.

It is a temperance

is of such a character that the boys

story,and

especially

will enjoy reading it. The lessons of temperance, honesty and perseverance
which
it

teaches are good subjects for any boy to think
about, and the more he fills his mind with such

thoughts the better it will be for him.
One will find in Scribner for June

sketches

of life in France, Spain, Turkey, Syria, Russia, Great Britain and America,
Among the
so-called * timely” papers may be mentioned
a descriptive criticism of the statue of *“ Lib~
erty Enlightening the World,” by Charles de
Kay, with.sketch and portrait of the sculptor
Bartholdi, and engravings of the statue and of
other works by the same hand; also ¢ Damascus and Diligence,” by an ex-consul, ineludjng a discussion of the future "of Syria under
Moslem rule; ‘‘ How it was Done in Great

Britain,” the narrative of British civil service
reform, by Edward O. Graves, one of the civil

service examiners under President Grant; “A
State Ball in Constantinople;” ¢ Village Sani-

tary Work,”
pers

of

the

third of Col. Waring’s pa-

practical suggestions,—this

about sewage,

month

ventilation, earth-closets, etc.

Charles Dudley Warner has a study of character in his obituary notice of the hero of “My

Summer ih a Garden,” Calvin the cat. Other
papers are * Benjamin Disraeli,” by E. 8. Na-

bored through the wood and card-board, and had
eaten the parchments, having taken their usual | ‘dal; ¢ The Traditional Music of the Spanish
precaution of leaving no trace of their handiwork Pyrenees,” by Nena Sturgis; * Pond Life,” by
on the exterior.
»
Ga
Mrs. Herrick (a study froma the microscope) ;
\

contribe

ute short articles to this department from time -,
to time), “A Makeshift Bedstead” and “Camp

and American and English character is clearly

The American’s

of his imagination,

humorous talk about “Glassware and Glass

mit that Mr. James has made masterpieces of
his sketches. The difference between French
presented.

strength

has something about ‘“Jugglery and Miracle
in Art,” etc.
‘“ Home and Society” has a

ery day, and though we may doubt the wisdom that weaves them into un attractive story
for the study of the

verses a dainty

ing,” and pays a high tribute to the late Ed-

eye

us

edge that just such characters confront

humorous

little poem entitled‘ The War of the Roses.”

And
Valentin, as characters drawn fromlife.
yet a moment's thought forces one to acknowl-

married in

a

long, and

“¢ Ven vey sha’a’t,” said Curly,scraping
|t he leaves together over the squirrel’s
hoatd ,and calmly sitting down on the
|]; ttle heap. ‘Don’t you tell any one, Rex,

a log,

Dr. Holland discusses in his “ Topics of the
Time,” “The Future of New York,” “ Houses :
and Things,” and “ The Changes in Preach-.

self.

Our geographies tell us that Lake Titicaca is the highest large body of fresh
water on the globe.
It isabout 115 miles

Cubinet”

of the

Half the readers

was nothing left of it.

tune in'trade, goes to Europe

E. A. 8,

of the first Inca.

lake.

|o ne.”

breaking out the handle, which, falling
at John's feet, was immediately picked
up by him as a means of defeuse.
One of the savage’s devices, by which

adrift on
iw at him like a wolf.
But the boy’s courage had
When the shadow had ‘ crept across the

expected. kes

The Abode

out of their prickly shields.
Curly never had worked so hard in all
his short life as he did that alternoon, and
his small basket seemed very ‘slow in filling up.
¢ I never did know nuts were so trouble-

of shadow | the trees; but he miscalculated the space,

made at noon by the” bperpendicular window-casing was drawn along the floor.

Then

BY

among the fallen leaves, or hammer them

Alter lying in this position for two or
three minutekygnly his head in sight and

John King was sent in haste on an er-

the

to

: FAQTS,

chestnut burrs might not wound the ten-

rand to his uncle's, a mile distant. His that covered with leaves, he made anothway led along a well-trodden path across er dash around the root. But John was
a belt of woods.
too qutek for him, and slipped safely beIt was in Western Pennsylvania in the tween the logs orce more.
dark years of Indian wars; but the savaFailing again, the wicked red-skin. re- some, with all vese prickers,” he said,
ges had not been seen in that vicinity for sorted to another ruse. He began to par- suggestively, to Rex, putting his aching
some time, so that no danger was feared ley, saying, “Me good Injun—mé& no fi ngers in his mouth.
for the lad on such a short trip. Indeed, hur. Shake hand!” And he thrust his
The kind big boy added'a large handful
he had passed over the same road almost hand through the barricade. Of course to Curly’s little store, saying, ¢“ Its pretever day since his father moved into the. he did not succeed in cheating the litile ty hard work ; why don’t you sit down
Presque Isle country, two years before,
fellow by such a shallow device, and so a nd rest?”
Les
see
abe
PINRRBISUENSNRE ROR HEELS
-~and-had
never met-anvthing stranger than{- again changed histactics.
“TIT will=O Rex, look at here!” cried
a wild turkey or a deer.
Presenting his gun he commanded John Curly, pulling away some leaves and disJohn was a brave, athletic boy of four- to surrender or be shot; but the Jad pre- covering
a pint of nuts nicely piled up
teen, quite noted in the settlement for his ferred to die by a bullet rather than a underneath.
‘‘ Who put ’em here?”
«Hallo! that’s a find, ism’t it?
punctuality, and as sure to return on time tomahafvk, and so stood his ground.
Mr.
as an express. Ashe left the door he Strangely enough, the Indian ‘did not Squirrel hid them, Curly, and meant to
noticed that it was one o'clock, and said shoot ; but after looking across the sights | carry them off to his nest for this winter's
of his gun and making fearful faces he |food. You're in lyck, for these will half
in a jolly tone to his parents:
¢ Now for a race with the shadow; I placed the weapon behind a tree some | fill your basket.”
“ Did a dear squirrel hide them for his
shall be back before it reaches the two | rods away, and resorted to the dodge of
:
parleying once more.
little squirrels ?” said Curly, with wondermark.”
“ Injun bhungry—good boy go home]ing eyes. * Ven Ishan't steal ‘em away
So many years ago the pioneers of the
from him.
Vat would be mean, Rex.”
borders measured the flightof time by a get Injun bread.”
“If
you
don’t
take them, the other boys
But
Jolm
did
not
think
it
best
to
start
;
sort of sun-dial on the cabin floor. A
will,” said Rex. ¢‘ Nobody leaves a squirspot was selected where in clear days the for home on such an invitation.
The next effort was to kill the lad by |rel heap; they're only too glad to find
sun shone full through the harrow winpresent

betler

A

and disappeared: The boy knew, how“ Wasn't there a some time when you
ever, that it was only a trick, and.kept hadn't been, Charley; and how did you
his eyes and ears alert against surprise. . like it to be teased yourself P”
Immediatelyhe detected the snakish
The frost had loosened the burrs a little,
eyes of. the savage gleaming at him from and they came pattering down when Rex
among the dry leaves on the ground at and the other big boys climbed ‘into’ the
the corner of the ront on the opposite trees and whipped the branches. But it
side of the fence, where the old rascal was not very easy for small fingers to
had crept in order to watch the youngster search out the brown, shining nuts from

DODGING FOR LIFE.

watch was

like

* The bright side of things is the one we
do not see in this world, but for all that, it
exists.—Eugenie de Guerin.

’

the further side.
¢¢ Charley Foster is going, and all ve
was too wary for boys,— all ve good boys,
I mean, this
red-skin's purpose, minute; so can’t I?” begged Curly.
back between the
So mamma give her boy a small basket,
gs his bloodthirsty and provided a pair of old gloves, that the

sight

you'd

have me take care of God's kitties and
squirrels. Next time I'll bring you a
bushel anda peck !" said dear, generous
little Curly.— Youth's Companion,

After a little he turoed about, and “say- laugh at Curly, because he knew so little
ing in broken English, ** Good-by—me about the joys of a nutting excursion, but
go 'way,” walked slowly behind the root his playmate stopped him by saying :—

sever,

Or the winding rivers be red;
They banish our anger forever

dow,

more, but I fought

According to tradition, the abode of
barricade was still between them. At der, dintpled fingers, and then she
en‘Manco Capac, the first of the Incas, was
this the.savage rushed to the fence, and trusted him to the care of big Rex
Rainin the region of Lake Titicaca. The implacing his bands on the upper tree, at- ford, and the procession of
*‘ good boys”
tempted to jump over, but he could not started off for the grove.
posing ruins of the Templé of the Sun,
spring so high. Then he tried to crawl
Rex was always kind to the little ones, together with other mementoes of what
through where John had just gone, but and they all liked him.
Humboldt calls the earliest American civilfound only room for his ugly head.
Charley Foster was much inclined to ization are to be seen on an island in this

Sadly, but not with upbraiding,
¥
The generous deed was done;
In the storm of the years that are fading,
No braver battle was won;—
“:
“Under the sod and the dew,
‘Waiting the judgment day ; —
Under the blossoms, the Blue ;
Under the garlands, the Gray.

©

apart for him

swiftly sprang around the root, thinking

On forest and field of grain
‘With an equal murmur falleth
The cooling drip of the rain ;—
Under the sod and the dew,

Tears and love for the Gray.
—F.M.

great many times when she heard what
they meant,
‘‘Maybe you ’'spected I'd bring you

Old

Atlantic.” Four

artists

illustrate

(he

ar BO

On the. blossoms blooming for all ;—
Under the sod and the dew,

‘When they laurel the graves of
Under the sod and the dew,
‘Waiting the judgment day ;—
Love and tears for.the Blue,
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“There always has to be a first time

“ The

and * Bric-a-Brac,” the latter department con. .

-

paper

gs

another, were far enough

‘With a touch, impartially tender,

len, Charles T. Dazey,

unhappy ending, and are “not pleased that
when Newman turned to see if the little paper was consumer] he should find that there

Mr. James excels in delineation of charac« Mamma, O ‘mamma! ‘all ve boys have
She smiled at the six brown nuts Curly | ter, but we pause a moment before being
been nutting but me. I never wented a placed in her hands, and kissed him a willing to accept Mademoiselle N ioche,or even

single time !”

is contributed by Mrs,

Thaxter, Mrs, Piatt, Mrs. Elizabeth Akers Ale

and the little boy ran home to tell all his- book will lay it down, exclaiming, * What
made him burn: the paper?”
story to dear mamma.

tossed about, and his cheeks very red with
the October wind.
ag

for doing everything,” said his mother.
“Ven 1 fink 1 better begin right off;”
to slip betweeh, which he instantly did, said Curly. ‘“ Don’t you know
Uncle Tom
just in time to dodge a furious but fruit- has a rule, never to put off
fings to-morless blow from the tomahawk.
row, but do 'em to-day?”
The Indian, perceiving that the place
Mamma smiled at this application of a
was too small to admit his huge body, maxim Carly

fall,

poetry of the number

interior, a fine portrait, and a view, from a
painting by C. P. Cranch, of the palace homes

of Mr. Howells when consul to Venice.
The
school children will find in *“ A Dream of the |
specially adapted to
Centuries” something
their closing exhibitions,—Boston : D. Lothrop
Ei
da
& Co.
;
2

The current St. Nicholas
brightness.

ya

So with an equal splendor

~ Fanuly

twelve

feet high. What a trap!"
But as he came close to it he saw that
the three prongs, as they lay one under

Under the lilies, the Gray.

shall the war-cry

or

te

a

feet thick, a rod long, and ten

ascribed

A

Alike for the friend and the foe ;—
Undgr
the sod and the dew,
WaNige the judgment day j=
Under ‘th
es, thé Blue;
:

of the feeling

is full of June

The frontispiece

is a fine

ER

The desolatemourners go,
Lovingly laden with flowers

with something

Charlotte Bfbnte’s father, when she ‘read Vilette{fo him. ‘We are dissatisfied with the

picture

of ** A June Morning,’ and at the close of the
number Prof. Proctor shows * The Stars in
June,” while between these two we find many
of ‘the delightful scenes with which every
June day is filled. There is a dainty picture
on one page of a little girl in gown nd sun.
bonnet, demurely

reading

her

fortune

ON

.

From the silence of sorrowful hours

No more

he used to were trained in a school that developed a
He scooped out the nuts, leaving balfrugged and noble manhood.— Christian a-dozen in the basket, crowded them into
Union.
his pocket, dropped the kitten into Nora's
bands, and ran off whistling before the
OURLY’S OHESTNUTS
boys hardly knew what had happened.
Curley eame racing in one day, his hair Then they cried, * Hurrah for Curly I"—

laugh heartily. The tree, toward which
desperation impelled the boy’s feet, had/
grown in three parts, and as it fell the
largest was uppermost, some six or seven
feet high, and the other two directly underneath like the rails of a fence; while
the great flake of earth adhering to its
roots made a cross section of wall two

EE

about which, in after years,

Witerary- Bebiety,

from

daisy leaves; and on another, a barefoot boy
is enjoying gay summer frolics with a frisky
colt. * The Green House with Gold Nails,”—
0 beautifully portrayed—is one
of Jane’s

special treasures.

* Wild Mice”

tle paths through the

begin

numberless

June-time travels along their

their
lit-

ER

Asleep are the ranks of the dead;—

ore ILL wil gee)

fields, peeping out at

us here and there in Mr. Riordan’s exquisite
pictures; the nests in which some of our coimmon birds spend this glorious month are described by Prof. Brooks; and the}June‘Roses”
But
bloom in Edgar Fawcett’s pretty verses,
all these form only a part of the good things

that the number contains.

ET

THE BLUE AND THE GRAY.

+The morning sun-rays

—
————

and not hurtit any wore, if Iwill ive | Si
. a
0
DY ld on
4 The Immort
of the-So
alit
wh mryatte
turned by. the roots
and lying directly. -a bullet but-no—powder
—in its chamber, “| you niy chestnuts P*
a Socratic dialogue, by Edward Payson; and
-| across his course. |
an illustrated paper on Horses, Dr, Holland's.
could not be fired, thus explaining why . “Hallo! that’s a trade.® How many
His fate seemed sealed’; every instant he had not shot the lad when he threaten- have you?” said Joe, with a laugh.
THE AMERICAN. By Henry James, Jr. Bos- “ Nicholas Minturn?’is continsed, and Nicho-he expected to feel the edge of the battle ed to do so.
te i) ames R. Osgood & Co, 12mo. pp. 418. lass plans for/dealing with dead-beats are put.
; Ll
i
Curly. beld up. his basket: “I only
into practice. Mrs, Burnett, ‘the author of,
axe; and such a horror had ‘heof the , These Jrophis are still treasured hy the want to keep free or four te show -mam4 That Lass o? Lowrie’s (which 1s receiving
knife, and of haying his scalp stretched grandchildren of our hero, who are justly
ma; FH give you alf thé rest for the kitty.”
so mach praise (rom the critics), has a short
oh a hoop to dry, that he involuntarily proud of such an exploit. ~~
’
** There isn’t a great. all,” said Joe. acters, And yet simply -as & story one can story of Franco-American life in Paris, en.
put up his hand to save his head, a fact
hardly be satisfied with it. We close the book titled “Le Mofisieu
In those early times American | boys
r de la Petite Dame,” The
Done, though.”
i
-

TO BE READ ON DECORATION DAY.
By the flow of the inland river,
‘Whence the fleets of iron have fled,
‘Where the blades of the grave-grass quiver,
Under the sod and the dew,
aiting the judgment day ;—~
Under the one, the Blue;
Under the other, the Gray.

a large tree up- were taken as trophies; the gun, having

young people

The

EE

{

stant, just before him,

3

and their friends are respectfully referred to
the magazine itself, if they would be entertained while being instracted and amused by

its contents.—New York: S¢ribner & Co.
A useful volume of 876 pages has just

been

issued by the old and well-known advertising
agency firm of 8. M. Pettengill & Co., New
York, entitled “ PETTENGILL'S

NEWSPAPER

DIRECTORY AND ADVERTISERS’ HAND-BOOK

FOR 1877." The. preparation of the work has
involved much careful labor, information having been sought from

every

city, town,

village where even the smallest

and"

newspaper is

type,
published. The book is printed from new

and, beside its miné of information, contains

portraits of leading New

York journalists, and

illustrations of the extensive offices where the

‘publishers transact their business in New
York, Philadelphia, and Boston.
$1.00 per copy.

Iv is sold at

5

buted HOA,

ly

EE.
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T

ished like any other

TO

o

nders

aginst

the.

pee renders. agaist the

Co rt sgt

church.

AA

A

AE

a

Stay

Nore are so fond of

ideais. Some people
no ideas at all; but
idea. Why, heis a
idea takes possession

rets a8 lose who do

not mean to keep them; such persons covet
secrets as a spendthrift ‘does money, for the

purpose of circulation.— Colton.
2
- Here thou art but a Straugle traveling to th

the lowest, a cheerful state of being is required: but in orderto see into mankind, into life,
and, spill more into ourselves,

Nn

suffering is re-

«Of all that has been said,nothing
shaken,

but the

saying

nowhere, when

in religion is im-

Try to remember

will take a zigzag

can not

we, since

that

60,000

persons

and

M.-was

of

the

converts

died

fort in the religion

that

sixty-five years ago.

at

religion and

died

be

which can be used,
is three if not four times
greater
when
the skin, than whenit is swallowed.”
pada

- Nature’s
FURNITURE.

was

s

walnut, ete., from $1.50 to $6 each.

e

bot

Burnham, and united with the Sebec F. B. Q.

his lap was riding in the road, a tree fell across

shirt studs, 1 gents’
shape

the road striking and killing the boy instantly,
and breaking both his legs. Thus, he has led
a life of suffering, but he ever has walked
beside Jesus.
Truly a Sood man has fallen.
‘We miss his counsel and his prayers, yet our
loss is his gain.
He leaves an aged companion
and children with numerous other friends to
mourn their loss.
F. A. PALMER.

James M., son of Daniel and

Naucy

Me., April 10,

years and 6 months,

is- gone,

irretrievably

gone,

ed tints.

and

the deed was done, not

when

the

disas-

trous consequence disclosed ‘it.
The
cashier who robs the safe with the inten—
tion of returning the money when he has
made

a

successful

speculation,

was

a

thief when he took the money, and

no

more £0, and no worse, when he failed
of bis purpose and was detected. And
the guardian who puts his ward’s property into danger for his own
, is unfaithful when he makes the venture, and
not more so when he and his confiding
iends are ruined.— Observer,

J
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LET YOUR NEIGHBOR ALONE.

like

his

canvas,

culminated.

the

homeliest

cents for sample

The

The

‘access to the picture each night.

strokes grew bolder and

freer,

and

morning the artist awoke to find the entire outline of thé portrait changed.
He
could scarcely recognize in the emaciated

and

haggard

countenance _the

glowing conception he had embodied.
he pallid
face and
expressionless
eyes he had attributed to a lack of
genuineness in his muterials; but when
the outlines were changed he suspected
the cause and indignantly dismissed the
keeper.
What the revengeful artist

‘magred by a few rapid strokes of his skill-

ful brush was only restored by years. of
patient industry. Reader, need we name
the artists,—Health, who paints the flow-

ers and * grassy carpet” no less than the
human form divine,—Disease, the dreaded artist who revels among the ruins
both of nature and humanity,—and Carelessness, the keeper to whom Health often intrusts his portraits. . And is it not
the beauty of woman, the most admired
ofall the works which adorn the studio of
Health, that Disease oftenest seeks to

you

mar? The slightest stroke of his brush

hue and cry over her supposed extravagance.
The money did not come out of

tience to efface. = Restoration .must be
prompt. Carelessness must be dismissed.
Let suffering women heed the warning
ere Disease has marred their chief beauty

Voted husband wears patched

boots,

need not fret about it—heis the only suf- upon the delicate organization leaves an
ferer, not you. No need of making a, imprint that requires much skill and pa-

your pocket,and consequently it is none of
your. business. What if the minister
does call on Ann Smith twice a week?

— Health — beyond
reparation.
Dr.
Why exercise your brain about it? Sup-. Pierce's Favorite Prescription has been
pose she has an awful temper—and pow- used by thousands of these sufferers, and
ders her face, as you, say she does—her they are unanimous in their praise of its
temper will nottrouble you. Mind your excellence. If you would be transformed
necerns.
hat difference does it from the pallid, nervous invalid. into a
you if bold Maria ‘ cuts out” happy, vigorous woman, try it.
modes@Mary ? You need not torture Mary
by lon storiés of what you have ‘heard

@bituaries.

concerfling, the "matter. ¢¢ I thought I
Would ell--you,
my dear. I peak for
Youn
od. Somebody should put you
on your guard against that treacherous
girl.” Ag a natural consequence modest
ary, her womanly pride aroused,shrinks

lito the backgropnd, leaving the field
open to her victorious rival. So you
tush a good girl's heart because you will
ot mind your own business.
What if 1 hey
do have three pairs of stockings over at

quire Hill's? Haven't they got a right
10? As long as you don’t do the washing
I need

uot

trouble

you

at

all.

What

Tight have you to watch their clothes-line ?
mploy your time better. It may be
beriectly true that dashing Mis. Gay

sig-

hals to young Dr. Wilde from her back
Hindows,
ut who gave you the privii of watching a lady in her own home,
wYhere, if in any place, her privacy should
Sacred P Her. disgrace is nothing to
Jou; itis none of your business, If we

"ad our way,

meddlers should

be pun-

“PARTICULAR

Notice!

Persons

an

insertion..

Brevity

important.

Not more

than

can

well

be

afforded to any

is

wishing

specially

a single square
single

obituary.

Verses are inadmissible.
Bro. Wing

was

Oct. 24,
born

in

Pit stown, Rensselaer Co, N. Y. At the age
of 21 he
gave his heart to Christ, and connect-

ed himself with the M. E. cburch in Brunswick, N. Y.
In 1850 he removed with his fum-*
ilyto Wisconsin, About five years later he
became a member - of the F. B. cburch ia

‘Wheatland, Kenosha Co. Some years sioce,
with his wile and several of his family, he
took a letter of dismission and joined 3 newly
formed church of ‘ Bible Christians,” This

{ orgahization not succeeding, Bro.

PALMER'S

best..

ment.

Over

200,000

75

cents 3 $7.50

Wing once

Irubbed

per

doz.

some

of

your\Oint-

a “Send me two boxes; I want one for a poor fam-

I enclose a dollar; your price is 25 cents, but the
to me is worth a dollar,”

“Let me have three boxes of your pills by, re
turn mail, for chills and fever.”

“Send
4.

Ihave

me

five boxes of your pills.”

over.-200-such--testimonials-as-these-but-

For Cutaneous
with

searching

effect

last 20

I

This

treatment

relief when

:

all other

out of Order.

No.medicine will so effectually improve the tone
of the stomach as these Pills; they remove all
acidity oecasioned either by intemperance or imDope! diet. They reach the liver and reduce it
0 a healthy action; they are wonderfully efficacious in cases of spasm—in fact they never fail in
curing all disorders of the liver and stomach,
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS are the best known in
the world for the following diseases:
Ague.
Asthma, Bilious Complaints, Blotches on the
Skin, Bowels, Consumption, Debility, Dropsy,
Dysentery,
Krysipelas, Female
Irregularities,
Fevers of .all kinds, Fits, Gout, Headache, Indi
gestion, Inflammation,Jagndice, Liver Complaints,
umbago, Piles,
Rheumatism, Retention of Urine,

Scrofula or
Gravel,

8s Evil, Sore Throats, Stone or

Tic-Doulourex,

Tumors,

Ulcers,

his

.

Worms

IMPORTANT
CAUTION.
None are genuine unless the signature of

BEST ARTICLE

9M)

PE. Missouri and
Iowa Improved Farm
First Mortgage Coupon Bonds guaranteed.

SL

We guarantee, as an assurance, that we
loan not to exceed one third of the actual value.
In over six years’ ‘business never lost a dollar;
never delayed a day on interest or principal;
took

an

EAS

~The choicest in the world—Importers
N Drises~T.argest Company in America—

AGENTS

GREATEST OFFEER of the sea.
gon. Bight $10 Chromo’s given
away witn Home Guest, including Hoover’s
Peerless American fruit, 2) feet long, Lake Lucerne
Virgin Vesta, &c. Mounted outfit, four chromos,
$3.00; 8 chromos, $5.60. J. LATHAM & CO., 419
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
5
land

to

$

20

er day at home.

I free.

Maine.

$058877
‘
\

14t%

STINSON

Samples worth

&

Co., Port-

\

1y49

a Weekto Agents.

$10 Outfit Free.

P. 0. VICKERY, Augusta, Maine,
1y34

50 MIXED CARDS, with name,
tor 10¢ & Stamp,
One pack (0 styles) JAcduainiance Cards, 10c.

Samples for 8¢ stamp. M.DOWD

& CO,, Brisioh Ct.

»

6

yl

.

a week 1 your own town. Terms and $5
outfit free. H. HALLETT & Co, Portiang
e.
}
v
;

AGENTS

double

their

money

Jolung

“Dr.

Chase’s
Improved
eceipt
2)
Book,” . Address Dr. { 8e’s Print.
ing House, <nn Arbor, Mich.
52t29
v

leading
eware

of imitations and iniringements.
MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY
New

Haven, Conn.

R EA
0 F FER | We will during,
sthese Hard Times
T
A 4]
dispose of 100 PIANOS & ORGANS,new and

gere

I
Staple article—pleases
everybody-—Trade continually inéreasing— gents
wanted everywhere—

of the kind ever

made. For sale by all
jobbers and retailers.

FOY & HARMON,

of land under foreclosure. Send for otic ars
and references.
J. B. WATKINS & CO.,
Lawrence, Kan., or Henry
Dickinson, Manager, 72 Cedar Sireet, New York.
;
1y49

afi honest

with

rare

exceptions,

SiS

against the thousand and one

but

little

people
short

within the

of stupendous

frauds and humbugs ; so much so that there is very justly an utter want
of confidence in men and things called Doctors and Physic.
|

Physic Not to be Relied
3

Upon.

Pa

The conscientious family physician will stl you that the best of them are groping
about in the dark. That it is one continuous round of experiment, and that most
of the practice, so far as sniernul medicines are concerned,. have proved unnsatisfactory, yea, a failure. A. H. Stevens, M. D., says: ‘ The older physieians grow,
the more skeptical they become in the virtue of their own medicines.”
Prot. Willard Parker, M. D., says: ¢ Of all sciences, medicine is -the

most

second-hand

of first-class makersincluding

WATERS?at lower prices for cash orInstall= .
.

ments or to letuntil paid for than ever before
offered. WATERS? GRAND SQUARE and
UPRIGHT PIANOS & ORGANS (INCLU=
DING THEIR NEW SOUVENIR AND BOUDOIR) arethe BEST MADE.7 Octave Pian-

os £150.71=3 do $160 not used a year. ¢ 27
Stop Organs $50. 4 Stops $58. 7 Stops S68.
8 Stops $75. 10 Stops $88.12 Stops $100

cash, not used a year, in perfect order and
warranted. LOCAL & TRAVELING AG’TS
WANTED. Illustrated Catalogues Mailed.

A liberal discountto Teachers, Ministers, Churches,

Schools, Lodges ete. . Sheet music at _half price.
ManufactuWATERS & SONS,
HORACE

EAST Idth STREET, A
rers and Dealers, 40 York.
Box,
P.0.
New
nion Square,
STIMONIALS.
Union Ba rey
‘ Waters’ Orchestrion
The N.Y. Times says:
Chime Organ” is a beautiful little instrument, sim-

ly perfect. The Chime of two and one-half octave,
ells and the artistic effects capable of being produced by the player are singularly fine,
The tone is full, clear and resonant, and a very
interesting effect is produced with the chime of
bells,.—Christian Union,
The Waters’ Pianos are well known among the
wery best, We are enabled to speak of these instruments with confidence from personal knowledge.
—N,

Y, Evangelist.

We can speak of the merits of the Waters'Pianos
from personal knowledge, as being of the very best
quality. —~Christian Intellingencer,
’
Agents who want money
shonld drop a postal card to the YOUNG LADIES’ COMPANJON, 82 Nassau ky rk
This really en.
trancing
publication
gives
ar,
ages of cure
rent fic A every month, pl
0
with numer.
ous illustrations] for the low price of $1.50 a
year,
19

un-

certain,
‘Doctor Bostwick, author of the ¢ History of Medicine,” says: * Every dose of
medicine is a blind experiment.”
Prof. Evans, M. D., says: ¢¢ The medical practice of the present day. is neither
philosophy nor common sense.”
:
Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes, before a medieal class in Cambridge,
1861, said: ‘ The disgrace of medicine has been that colossal system

Mass., in
of self-de-

ception in obedience to which mines have been emptied of the cankering minerals ;
the vegetable kingdom robbed of all its
growth ; the entrails of animals taxed for
their impurities ; the poison bags of reptiles drained of their venom ; and all the inconceivable abominations thus obtained thrust down the throats of human beings
suffering from some fault of ORGANIZATION, nourishment or vital stimulation.” .

If we
fession,
specifics
are left

Disagree.

Yorn

examine further the recorded opinions of physicians sting! in their pro-we will often find one claiming that the very remedies used by others as
are the causes of the diseases they are employed to cure. Thus it is we
to the caprice of the experimenter, and generally suffer cruel wrongs.

The Course of Medicine--How
Patients

are Deceived.

Most persons seem. to have the impression that all so called Liver Medicinés go in
some way straight to the liver. Medicine, ltke food, goes vmmediately to the stomach; a portion mixes with the substances, and acts as a cathartic, while the regood,

but

finally

rather

to

leaves

baneful effects, and begins the pernicious practice which, if followed up, will
SvouAly destroy the stomach, and fasten disease in the system never2o be eradicated.

Honest,

Effective, Harmless.

Not so, however, with Holman’s Pad. It works directly upon the liver through
the pores of the skin, quietly, thoroughly, and without inconvenience performin
a most important function.

And

we

may

add

this

remarkable

lenging refutation, that in its extensive use by, and including all
from old age to helpless infancy, not a single case of injury has
Not since the intfoduction of vaccination by Jenner "has any
equaled in importance that of the application of the principle of
trated in Holman’s Pad.
And we ask only a rational judgment
a fair (ria). - Lay aside your prejudice. Get at once this blessed
instructions faithfully, and you will never regret the purchase.

statement,

chalz

classes of persons,
occurred.
medical discovery
absorption as illusin this matter, and
Boon. Follow the

Price Two Dollars. Special Pads, Three Dollars, used only in old complicated
cases. Send money or Post=Office Order, or Registered Letter, and yon will re=
ceive the Pad

by Mail, with book and full instructions.

:

-

+

Holman’s

“We can not too strongly urge the use

Plasters.
of Holman’s

Plasters as un auxiliary to the Pad. in EXTREME
other FEVERS, RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA,

Celebrated

cases

of

the

back

Foor

and

Bopy

and AcuTe

PAINS

Paralysis.

They

TypHoIp,

NERVOUS HEADACHES

in any part of the body, especially in the small of

effect is magical.

and

Also, in cases of Cold Extremities and partial

Bruious

shoulders.

or

The

stimulate and equalize the circulation, producing the most satisfactory and even astonishing results ; combining the two, and following the directions, the patient can
feel but little doubt of being absolute master in the severest chronic difficulties.

Price of Foot Plasters per Paiv,
o
Body Plaster’s, each,

.
.

sini
ie

BOSTON,

MASS.:

N. J.:

50 Cents.
80.

Liver Pad Co.

NEW YORK: P. 0. Box 2112, 68 Maiden Lane.
CINCINNATI, O.: 248 West Fourth Street,
NEWARK,

:
ain

0

Holman

28 School Street, Roems 44 and 45.
10 Academy

°

4

0

war

the liver, and we may add, asa rule, does no permanent

Supporter

Increase
in
Popularity
Yi
Every
Year,
And for HEALTH, COMFORT,

NET.

neither we nor our customers ever

years,

dis-

Nostrums.

mainder enters the circulation and takes a long route through the blood,
Corsset Skirt

and STYLEis acknowledged the

10

means

Doctors

J.
HAYDOCK, as agent for the Uni
States, 'surrounds each box of Pills and Ointment, A handsome reward will be given to any one rendering
such information as may lead to the detection of
any party or parties counterfeiting the medicines
o vending the same, knowing them to be spuous.
:
. %*x Sold at the manufactory of Professor HOLLO-.
WAY & Co., New York, and by all respectable
Qruggists and dealers m medicine throughout the
on 284 world, in boxes at 25 cents, 62 cents, and
each.
A@There is a considerable saving by taking the
" larger sizes.
:
. B.—Directions for the guidance of patients in
every disorder are affixed to each box.

& CO., Cincinnati, 0.

CE

Its introduction

Against

nostrums that have been palmed off on the American

the following diseases:

immediate

SICAL VISITOR, containing $2.00 worth of new mu-

ER

War

to

PILLS.

of the back at bed time.

to

by Thousands.

cureive and preventive and thorough liver and systdh regulator yet
covered.

Disorders,

the most

between
no diffimethod,
found in

It has been endorsed by hundreds of thousands of earnest, intelligent
living witnesses, who will tell you that Holman’s Pad is the cheapest, most
| effective, the pleasantest, most convenient; -surest—and most satisfactory

‘want of space compels me to conclude.

.sie reading matter, etc., will be sent FREE.on receipt of postage.

"JOHN CHURCH

Endorsed

y.

medicine

Prices.

The Pad is worn where there is but a slight partition (the skin)
the internal organs and the outward world, and there should be
culty in treating disease promptly and effectually through this
provided the true properties are found. That they have been
Holman’s Pad is proved beyond a doubt.

lett.”

Specimens
and full particulars of CHURCI’S MU-

v
LS

of

“ SONG KING” were sold. ¢ SONG HERALD?” WILL DO MORE.
Itis an improvement
‘on all former books for Singing Schools and Classes.
Price

head.

ment behind the ears, and the noise has

body receives

The True Remedy.

“My mausea of a morning is now cured.”
“Your box of Holleway’s Ointment cured me of
noises in the

the

larious and medicinal poison.

a

morbus; the dear little thing got well in a day.”

of all kinds, Weakness from any cause, etc.

MUSIC.

copies

me

“Dr. Holloway has cured my headache that was
chronic... o
‘I gave one-of your pills to my habe for cholera

means have failed.

' Price $1.00, postpaid.

the

gave

that

sults, and avoiding the circuitous route of the circulation that internal
medicines must always take before reaching the liver.
Another property it has, is to absorb from the system all bilious, ma-

;

will give almost

"PALMER’S
SONG
HERALD.
Mr. H. R. PALMER was the originator of the
class of books, of which this is the latest and, by
odds,

World.

PILLS.
Pills

the

needed, being placed over the liver and stomach and center of the nervous sysfem which pervades the digestive organs, leaving no uncertain re-

“Your pills are marvelous.”
“J send for another box and keep them in the
house.”

small

A book for every teacher and student. A clear
and SIMPLE GUIDE to MUSICAL knowledge and
composition, It covers the
WHOLE GROUND in
a manner so simple asgo be comprehended by the
Joyogest pupil: Includes 780 questions, illustra.
by 582 examples. MEETS A WANT NEVER BEFORE MET

all

Whole

Holloway’s

For Stomachs

OF

the

No person would be safe in trying

Holman’s Pad is twofold in its action. It throws a healthy, gentle,
vegetable tonic into the system by way of the circulation, exactly where

or with aches and
p4ins settled in the loins, over
the regions of the
kidneys, these Pills should be
taken according to the printed
directions, and
the
Ointment should
be well rubbed into the

By KARL MERZ.

THEORY

of

all

In all diseases affecting these organs, whether
-they secrete too much or too little water; or
whether they be affiicted with stone or gravel,

[Last Will and Testa=

American Opera

have

Facts.

Twofold Action Gives and
+
No Poisons Used.

Disorders of the Kidneys.

m 5 acts, worthy the]
*A sparkling ameteur
study of real artists, yet|operetta for diawiog or
not beyond the reach of|concert rooms. Full of
capable amateurs. Par-|wit and spirited music.
ticulars sent free. Sam.Needs no special cosple copy in paper, $1.00.[tume.
Specimen copy,
$1.00. Circulars free.

@

JOHN WING died in Randall, Wis.,

1876, aged 69 years.

I had no appetite;
hearty one.”

Invariably cure

best inducements—don’t waste time---send for Circular to
ROBERT WELLS, * Yesoy St. N
m
Y. P.O. Box 1287.

obituaries published in the Morning Star,
who do not patronize it, must accompany
them: with cash equal to ten cents a line, to
insure

*An

chain,

Facts.

HOLLOWAY'S

NEW MUSICAL DRAMAS.
By J. A. BUTTERFIELD,

Testimony

the very root of the evil.

Qdvertisgments,
Ruth the Gléaner,

We

These

but penetrates

F. B. church in Middlesex, N. Y., some five
years after her marriage, and ever alter remained steadfast in the faith of a full and free
salvation.
She was the mother of nine childrgn,seven of whom are left to mourn the loss
of one of the best of mothers.
She had been
a constant reader of the Morning Star for
nearly forty years, and a subscriber for the
same for thirty-five years.
M. C. SLAYTON.

one

catalogues.

Remarkable

ment to the other ; showing, beyond a question,

Extracts from various Letters:

ed by Elder Samuel Wire, and united with the

he was content to ouly deaden the brilliancy of the complexion and eyes, efface
the 5 fed from cheek and lip and paint a
shadow on either cheek.
Later, his

watch

Law. .

antl throws off at the same time.

1 improved

And 411 eruptions of the skin, this Ointment is
most invaluable. Tt does not heal externally alone,

MRS. BERTHENA SLAYTON died at the resi-

At first

link

HOLLOWAY’S

dence of her son,in Lake Ce., Mich., May 4,
in the 74th year of her age.
She
was born in
Italy, N. Y., May 21st, 1808,
married to
Russell Slayton, Sept. 25th,
182%, was baptiz-

beauty
- lov-

and

“Mark

17

Kind and gentle in life,

He suftered much during
his last days, but
atiently. He leaves eight children and many
Briends to cherish his memory. ty G. W.K.

mg artist had been engaged in paint.
ing the portrait of a beautiful woman.
Connoisseurs
pronounced it the most
wonderfal piece of art that had ever been
produced. His brother artist was jealous
of his fame and sought revenge.
By
bribing the keeper of the studio he gained

form

No people are such thorough nuisances
as those who are perpetually meddling
with the business of their neighbors—
who are always on the alert for anything
suspicious—always ready to believe the
worst of everybody. Reader! if you belong to that unfortunate class, we pity
you. Asit is impossible that you can
find out anything that is going on in your
vicinity, you must be in a state of continual torture. ~ A prying mind needs food
and without it suffers. Then try to conquer the unhappy peculiarity. What is
ito you if your neighbor does bring
home a brown paper package and a covered basket? You will live just as long if
you never know what they contain. It is
tone of your business. And if your
flighty neighbor, Mrsj Lightfoot, indulges herself in a new bonnet while her de-

On

faces had an almost irresistiblecharm. The
other found pleasure only in depicting
weird and gloomy subjects.
Above all,
did be excel in puicting the
portraits of
the dying.
The agonizing
death-throe,
the ghastly face and form, were all depicted with marvelous fidelity.
There
existed between these artists the most
intense -disliké. At length this dis-

collar stud, 1 gents’ fine

pin,

kinds of Jewelry at low prices.
?
COLES & CO.,
735 Broadway, New York City,

b trusting in Jesus in death, he has passed over
the river to be forever with him, and loved
ones, who went on before.
This is the second
child Bro. and - Sister Johnson have buried
within six months.
May the Lord’ bless and
comfort them.
A. G. HILL.

EAsy

coral

+

it will produce deathly sickness.

and’l ladies’ heavy wedding ring; price of 1 casket, complete, 50 cents ; 3 for $1.20; 6 for $2.00, and
12 tor $3.50, all sent post-paid bv mail. Agents
can make money, selling these Caskets. Send 50

John-

aged

im.

by

experiment for thirty minutes even—for the pgison of thé tobacco will
| have entered the circulation by absorption. Poultices ‘and blisters are.
ned to draw or absorb disease to the surface..
very person knows the danger of rubbingor placing certain poisons
on the surface of the body. That in a few moments oe entire yarn,
could be poisoned unto death. A blister,and a poison can both be applied on the same spot, and at the same time, neither being an impedi-

KET
contains.1 pair gold
Fiateq engraved
sleeve
uttons, 1 set (3) spiral

;

he could get in and out of his carriage. Some
fifty years ago, as he with one of his boys in

son,«died in Topsham,

Guard |
ever in-

ELRY for all. The EURE!
JEWELRY CAS-

has ever been found at his post. He was very
coustant at the conference meeting as long as

that type-setting

Safety

CUTAVACO | cures Pimples, Blackheads, Ringworm, Baldness, Scall-Head, Barber s
Itch,
pnd all Skin Diseases. New Specific! $1 a bottle,
Circular Free. Address, Dr.E,C. ABBEY, Butfalo, N.Y.

hy Elder Jesse

th

It

IT!”—Singer’s

is worth all the Burglar Alarm

vented.
Agents wanted everywhere.
Silverplated samples pre paid on receipt of 25 cents.
fidress A. H, Singer, 438 Walnut street, Pha,
a,
a»

eNough.”
Eat
The German Government have recently finished the laying of the experimentMABEL, daughter of Elisha Hanson, died in
al subterranean telegraph cable between
Water Village, Feb. 1,aged 19 years and 4
Halle and ‘Berlin.
It is pronounced
months.
Previous to her sickness of over
highly successful in operation, although four months, she bad never given her heart
the task of laying it was a tedious one— to Jesus, but'on her sick-bed, seeing her need
squad of three hundred men, with of the Saviour,she became his own dear child.
the témporary use of the funds in his atwelve
She bore all her severe sufferings with pahorses and wagons, putting down
hands, promising himself that he will re- only about
The writer frequently visited, talked
two miles a day.
The cable tience.
and prayed with her, Karnestly desiring to
turn them with large interest, when he used consists of seven strands.
get well that she might be baptized, join the
has gained his ends. Orhe would do a
PD
+++
church and work for Jesus, yet she was willfriend a geod turn by letting him have the
ing to submit all to him who doeth all things
HISTORY
OF
A
PIOTURE.
use of the money “just a little while to
well. Calmly and trustingly she passed away.
Two of the most celebrated artists the A father and mother, two sisters and many
get by a tight
place. And then comes
the slip up; the disappointment;
the fail- world bas ever known dwelt in the same friends are left to mourn, but not as- those
H. P. MANSUR.
city. One delighted in delineating beau- without hope.
ure; the fall; the defalcation; the ruin.
He meant well. His motives were goed. ‘ty in all its graces of tint, form, and moToBIAS VADER died in Dale, N. Y., May
on. His portraits were instinct with 6, aged 82 years. Father Vader became a
He would have shrunk from stealing
Christian
in the morning of life, and was one ’
e
charm
of
physical
vigor.
The
graceas he would from touching .the plague;
of the ~Pate "KF." B.
-outhme
of form and" Hof ~the—earty members
but-he-has taken-another-man's-property{-ful-half-volu
Naturally emotional, his exhortafeature harmonized with delicately blend- church.
without his consent, and can not restore
tions were often very impressive and earnest.
it.

FORGET

DON

of
iy

It is a fact, established beyond controversy, that the human body, when
at sea, can exist no inconsiderable length of time without food or drink
‘by occasionally wetting the garments with Sal Water, and that thirst
can be almost entirely satisfied in this manner. “Again, if a plaster of
‘wet tobacco be placed for a few minutes only over the pit of the stomach,

IMustrated catalogues of Furniture,
10 cts. post-paid. Tllustrated Catalogues ot Banners and Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid.

He experienced

baptized

*

Pulpits, Communion Tables, Chairs,
ete., for church use—constantly in
stockat reasonable prices.
Silk Sy8. Banners ‘in colors and
gold $5. ‘Collection dishes in carved

8,

it is

The principle of absorption is Nature’s Law.

J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine 8t.,N. Y.

in Scar-

his stay

Method.

prsiles, the rile, that Fhe Physialogient activity of nearly every substance

Jesus,

embraced

1t has been

W

Fy

This comparatively new method, to many, of curing disease b abso
tion, rather than by drugging the stomach with nostrums, is a 1y .
well understoodin England, that a committee appointed by the i oyal |
Medical Society to investigate the hypodermic method of administering
medicine, reports as follows : “ We may safely take asa broad guide in

Meeting, and in 1827, when Milo church was
| first organized,he was one of the number, ard

can be readily done by any one but experienced printers, will be interested in
the following attempt of an editor bat
slightly acquainted with the art, which
appears in one of the papers: * Tye
prlnterS are on A gtriKe yor hisher maGseS.
We HPve
QoncrLuded tO sEt

with it peace, contidence, honor, happiness, all gone ;.he is an unfaithful trustee,
and goes down undera cloud. He is to
be intensely commiserated, and is to be
taken by the hand und held up, if he laments his errors and seeks to regain his
ground, and to restore the property ‘lost
by his unfaithfulness. But no Jay, no
help, will ever heal the wound
in his
heart who has thus wronged his fellowmen. * * * The wrong was done when

New

8.

in Milo,
May

in prosperity and in adversity.

* Don’t want

© 2 = Own tYpos in futNre ! It 2

/ shan waist measures over the dress.

A. BuzzELL.

one

7

have their origin in a torpid liver.

inches smaller

grand

1877, aged 86 years, His last sickness was
short but very severe, yet he found great ne

you to.” * Hateful thing.” * Don’t you
want to borrow our morning paper?
Mother
says you don’t come and get it
but six days in'a week before we've seen
it.” Thus the familiar trifles of the croquet ground begin to be heard again as
they float along the street.

load
him, and the danger is before
him." Now let bim look about him and
see that the tempter is not allowed to
come into the secret chamber of his soul:
The easiest of all slides irito sin is in the
use of other people's money for the sake
of doing a good thing with it. The trustee sees a chanceto improve the property
in his hands by taking a risk with it; or
he would build vp his own fortunes by

one

RUFUS B. JOHNSON

“ Hit it.”
«Didnt.
* Did too.”
‘ Didn't, neither,” ¢ Did.”
¢* Didnt.”

bethe

happily tor

mri

mbps

Sos

ee

bg

i

tation, establiskied through its wonderful efficacy in all ailments that

To Agents at 25 cts.

size two

l

Holman’ Pad” has stood the test for years. It has a national repu-

:

|

’

stands

‘We can’t endure; we up and leave the place.

Those who imagine

Order

RE:

‘This Is for Tou.

|

took much

band with whom she had lived very

Miss HATTIE 8S. MCKINNEY

The collection

more.”

)

boro, Me., aged 18 years.
An only
child,
lovely and
most promising,
she
died
in
eace and joy, believing and trusting in Jesus
brist. God bless the mourning friends.

But seen too of’t, familiar. with his face,

take
And
own
may

and

-gone before ; and more blessed to meet
—the Saviour of sinners.”

That, to be hated, needs but to beséén;

“I won't play any

\éss.

of

mail id
mn Coutil, $2 $2:

Satteén, id

! ¢

und merits of Christ, Just before death he
suid, * Oh,it will be blessed to meet loved ones

often

Hooker,

[W§

gnd BEAvTY

byYAall phphve iocians
: .

Samples .

1 baptized.
He was as "honest and conscientious a man as ever lived ; even fearful to do
right lest he should act wrong.
He died in
peace of mind, trusting wholly in the mercy

Work is a monster of such frightful mién,

+ FIDELITY TO TRUSTS.

of religion,

forty-six years, three children and

Bro.

;

at the head of botanical science.

not yet,—Anon,

cause

in heaven at last,

is, that

PARAGRAPHS,

GRACE

Approved
2 App
Eovs

J. PHILLIPS, JR.

G. two years ago, and was one of the last that

~

Boda, with

daughter and two sisters, who all deeply feel
their loss, for she was a good wife wg a kind
mother to her children. May they meet her

and falsehood

thé curator, Sir William

we have him

to wrong.
But if he has
tpffStee, the vow is on. him,

idea

DR. WARNERS HEALTH CORSET.
IY pig,

pleasure in entertaining the people of God
with her husband, whenever they called to
see-them. She has left to mourn an aged hus-

jgnorance

of plants and exotics is unsurpassed,

to fall back upon! Let patience have her perfect work, and bring forth her celestial fruits.
Trust to God to weave your little thread into
the great web, though™ the "pattern shows it

tempt him
comea

one

visit them on a holiday.

on

Lord.
afford

It is not every man whois fit to
«care of other people's propeny.
the man himself ought to know his
weaknesses, and refuse a trust that

's spiritual

where, concord everywhere and discord
nowhere, Christ everywhere and Satan
nowhere op the earth at all—that is &a

cently made

true, and are trying
to be,~learn these wo
things: Never to be discouraged because good
things get on so slowly here; and never to fail
daily to do that good which lies next to your
hand.
Do not be in a hurry, but be dilligent.
why

-

ET

sone mp
te

I,

mt

united with any church,but was always frietid-

ly to the

How much the beautiful public gar-.
dens of Kew, near Lotdon, are appreciated, may be judged by the statement re-

shrink back from falsehood as you would from
a venomous viper.—Barnaby.
You are tender-hearted, and you want to be

to wait;

a member of the Wheatland

And he maintained his standing until

‘JOSEPH MESERVE died in South Gorham,
Me., April 8, 1877, uged 68 years and 6 months,

*

your way straight as an arrow to its mark,and

Enter into the sublime patience of the
Be charitable in view of it. God can

i

Auburn, N. H., died in Salisbury, N. H.,April
24. She was born in 1809. She professed religion quite a number of years ago, but never

EA,
rho ap= iri

this; let

path, go you

a

Mgrs. HANNAH, wife of Joseph Hoyt, and
daughter of the late Moses and Ma
all, of

great idea.~Dr. Beaumont.

- David Swing.
:
- 1 once asked a deaf and dumb boy, ‘‘ What
is truth # . He replied by thrusting hig finger
forward in a straight line. I then asked
him,
¢ What is falsehood?” when he made a zigzag

his finger,

SoS

nowhere, love everywhere and hatred no-

_in these banks there may be many shadings of
light and cloud and many tones of sea-music.

with

that

truth shall be everywhere

mense.. It is necessary that the soul love God
and man,~these are the. banks within which
the ocean of religion must lie content,but with-

whoever

rami SSE

men

the writer.

nowhere, order everywhere and disorder
nowhere, liberty everywhere and slavery

do injustice is

more to be avoided than to suffer injustice, and
that the reality, and not the appearance of virtue, is to be followed above all things, as well
in public as in private life.—~Plato,

The room for individuality

seem as if. they had
I like a man of one
man in whom an
of his skull, and’ of

edge shall be everywhere and

remains un-

that to

St

career was marked by many severe’ conflicts,
Though often cast down, his course
was. ever

both hemispheres of his brain; of the
frontal region, the back region, and the
lateral region ; and the idea walks up and
down in his brain,trom hemisphere {0 hemisphere, from convolution to convolution ;
and thus the man is literally a man of one
idea. And when the one idea is, that knowl-

country; it is therefore & huge folly to be on
flicted
because thou hast a less convenient inn
to lodge in by the way.~Jeremy Taylor.
To love all mankind, from the
atest to

«quired.— Richter,

ree

Sometimes 1 hear a talk about a man onward, His outlook on eternity in view of
with one idea. Well, 1 like a man to approaching dissolution was submissive, calm |
and bh
ful... He-leavesa wife and seven
have
an idea; it isa great- pro
; one’ dren,
uneral services were conducted by |

Hard laboris not when you are very active1y employed, but when you must be.~
Whatedy.

er

called away by de

"ONE GREAT IDEA.

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

ir met

"moré became

Aoi

or

ho

n

Street,

-

discovered.

trial was with a pressure of 450 tons, and
the deflection was in the same proportion,
as the first test, showing thus conclusively that the resisting power is unimpaired.
Any doubts. which the public «nay have

Dr. Russell, the

The

a year.

those who

pounds.
York Streetcars

passengers a year.
Senator

Edmunds

woods for a rest.

the

for their money

hy

state.

. Government detectives have discovered
that McClenahan is the name of the headcenter of the grand smuggling operations
at Montreal, by which hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth of goods
get

Five Boston
confectioners have been arrested for putting chromate. of lead, a poison,
into candy.
Te
.
Ship loads of Chinese laborers are expected
An immense Chinese laundry is
London.
smuggled through the lines to the United in10 be
established at Holland Park.
States by bribery of customs officers, bagBoston is to have no fire works or balloon
gagemen,. etc. ; also that whole cargoes of ascension on the 4th of July.
i
In 1674, John Eliot, the apostle to the Inliquors are smuggled in canal boats under
‘supposed loads of grain, in one instance a dians, had 1100 praying Indians and 25 native
:
valuable cargo being landed in New York preachers.
W. D. Howells,editor of the Atlantic Month-.
and sold to a firm within a stone’s throw
for
I.,
R.
Conanicut,
at
cottage
ly, has taken a

of the custom house.

Two

freight cars which were

attached to the
at Washington
that the engine
and the cars

engine struck the bumpers
st. wharf with such force
was thrown from the track
ran into the river.
The

stranger,

who was

evidently

insane,

pitched into the water by the
was drowned.
»
The Eastern

institute, at Washington, will spend

mer at Salem, dredging in the harbor.

of

the

and

dowment fund

Austria proposes
Bosnia and Herze-

govina into ong
kingdom under an Austrian archduke——The Greek minister at
Vienna

repudiates any idea on the

part

of

Greece to join in the war,——It is believed
in St. Petersburg that Russia would not
object to England’s protecting Constantinople and the Suez canal, if she were
allowed to protect Roumania, Servia, Bulof Erzeroumin Asia Minor.-—In Servis
all the reserves are called out, and twelve
new battalions are being formed.——The

a knife,

with

before,

as

3,

* The

«+

wash-,

painting ; do not“use a brush ; when

places

ing

the

ed, soap

NOIthern

sprinkle it with’

then

cloth;

knowing.

a fact well worth

21.——The

the

make

soften and

22¢

LUMBER

that the

offer

of

privateers,

TREATMENT

and guarantees free navigation to neutrals
under the treaty of Paris.——The Shah of
Persia denies any warlike intentions; on
4 the contrary, he will uphold the friendship

which ought to exist between the
great representatives of Mahomet.
Minor

two

Events.

A Philadelphia despatch states

that

the

sloop-of-war Potomac, was sold at League
Island on Thursday, to Mr. Stannard, of

cept.——A strike is talked of among the
engineers of the Pennsylvania Railroad at
Jersey City, N. J., on the occasion of the
reduction

of wages,

but

some

say a majority will submit, owing to the
recent drain upon the funds of the Society
of Locomotive Engineefs.——Gen. E. B.
"Tyler is to be the postmaster at Baltimore.——The new French ministry has
. sent despatches to Germany and Russia
assuring them

that

the

change

TO

Eastern markets.” The
dustrious destruction is
three years more than
estimated standing pine
insula of Michigan has
Presently the question

«eeee

arian

18%

than males),

of affairs

fire,

causing

a

loss

of

destroyed

$65,000.

The

were
.

obliged

to

that

disperse

sevenanees RPE

All

and should

is

now quiet.——The Youngstown (0.) rolling mill was destroyed by fire on Satur-

tion

coincide punctually

and

fall of the

inspired

across the

with the heave

vessel,—as

slowly and regularly,

she rose,

he

and as she

fell he expired correspondingly, the effect
being so completely successful as at several times to produce sleep. But each of
the
because
these’ times,—présumably

re,

MR.

13

ih $V
.

@

grow

ALBERT

CROOKER,

ALBERT

a3l0

250
380

a 278
a 300

287

8 300

:

:

year,

were

shipped

experiment

was

Potts Petrol-

eum Oil Companies has heen formed, supported by Boston managers of the Union
acific
Railroada Company and the Empire Trans
rte

ation Company, and that this Tamar

will

be assisted by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, the object being to make Philadelphia
the principal oil center of th
i
is

at this combination will be supports

clifed
il he
e
‘a 1 cap ital of of ination3 000,

-Presi-

on Monday,
an
dent Grant reached Liverpool
;
upon bis landing was received most ays aud
tically by the eivil and other dignitarieg of that
city.—~—The committee recénily investigating

\

writer from one of the richest counties in

that State says: ‘The average yield of
corn in this county is about thirty bushForty bushels per acre is
‘els per acre.

called a good yield, and forty cents per
bushel yields sixteen dollars per acre. This

yield is usually obtained by the use of fertilizers, and much
vating, and the

careful labor

in culti-

crop is a great .exhausfer

%
the same paper (th

Witl’s

management

is to

deal

affairs

of the

recommenda redu

the

business

New. York

portion of

Walkerton,

Canada, |

was destroyed
by fire yesterday, the property
loss being
= estimated at $250,000.—The
Grecian

ministry have resigned.——The

gation of the Danube is to be re-opened.

navi-

p
munity jn that State:
work and hag no money, Illinois is one o

the worst places to come to, . for half the
laboring’ men in the State are idle, and

BOOK

OF

the well-known drug-

MESSRS.

NONE GENUINE UNLESS BEARING
.

Sankey.

Hymns and Music of the late .

+, Every Sunday-school should have

variety, both in|’

for

|.

prudent in investments, frugalin)
in expenditure,
prompt in payment, to win confidence
promises,

by stating facts as they actually are, and so
managing affairs as to do nothing that one would

care to conceal; andto so invest funds as to have
ready money when it is wanted. Few companies
can excel the record of the Union Mutual Life,
and a plainer report was never presented to

policy-bolders than the one we have been reading,

One copy sent be 4 mail, in paper covers
| an receipt of 25 cls.
as soon as publis
Street,

76 East Oth

NEW
6116

CINCINNATI.

YORK.

WORTH OF GOLD PLATFor $1 we
ED JEWELRY.
GOLD.
de. below, ill WARRANTED

Maine non-forfeiture law, modeled after th
law ot our own State, is one of the special advan.
es which the Union Mutual now offers, and
which will prove highly beneficial to policyholders.”

Diamond

THE DINGEE& £00 #2 5's
EI-ILU00
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BEAUTIRUL
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STOCKMAN,
27 Bond Street,

N. Y,

with the very
« A little book but all of it filled
REY, JOSEPH COOK,

« finest of ihe Wheat,” says the
in commendin
EVE 0) STILE

By

TOUR,

Prof. Phelps,

As a help to Meditation and Devotion. expr ession
+ In beauty of thought and grace of
:
§. Times,
it is a classic.”—S.
Plain edition, 60 cts. Tinted Paper, Gilt Edges,

$1.00.

D. Lothrop & Co., Pubs.

Boston.

New Music Book!

Praise

Book

Meetings, Camp Meetings, Revival
Praise
Meetings, Tabernacle Meetings, Noon Meetings, Prayer and Conference Meetings, and

Mra. VAN COTT is one of our most suceasefu)
e
revival preachers, her work being mainly
Methodist denomination, where revival and spiritual songs were in use lon, before they were elsewhere known. The book is a fine one for all denominations, hymns and tunes being in excellent
taste, poetical and musical, Some of its 120 songs
are:

Jesus, only Jesus.

Angel Choir.

Saviour, Pilot me.

for Jesus,

Living

Trait i

re

Free Grace. =
ear him

calling.

1: am 80 habby.

My

lo

HoareenTE

Fathomiess ea.

8

orm

the

ome.

Fort.#

Jalvativie ree.

Hope.
sweet
shallanmoet, e.
Weanner
White:
Tn Shining y now.
Temperance Hymn. «
Jesus
Sent, post free for the Retail Price, which is 35

"7

cts.

OLIVER

Reduction for quanfities.

DITSON: & CO., Boston,
‘NC

)

& Co.
J. BE. Ditson

Successors to Lee
Joe & Walker,

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

19 for$33 20 for $23 55 for
additional, ane Megnifoent Preml
fo:
toevery dollar'sworth ordered, Serid
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We
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A
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These goods
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H.R.Stevens, Boston, Ms.
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Amethyst Stone Scarf
et and
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SOUTH SALEM, MASS.; Nov. 14,1875. +

J
Mg. H. R. STEVENSi—
Dear Sir,—I have been troubled with Scrofula,
Canker and Liver Complaint for three years;
nothing ever did me any good until I commenced
using the VEGETINE. 1 am now getting I along
confirst-rate, and still using the VEGETINE.
sider there is nothing equal to it for such comlaints. Can heartily recommend it to everybody.
ours truly,

YEGETINE.

8t19

!

wv

$200,000

George

Trserts a

“ft dfasdtber in water; 1

|

im—

& 00.,
BIGLOW & MAIN. || J.60 CHURCH
West 4th Street,

|°

Apothe-

:
No. 16 Lagrange St., South Salem, Mass.

j

GBS

to plants, or in using.
and is sprinkled. Sure death. No danger
(1-4 1b. box.) Send
Costs 25 cents an acre. Sample miatled for 30 cents
t to the trade.
Di
jals,
!
hund
Circular
313
8, P. P. O. O. Box Box 313%
i
WORKS,
NEY CHEMICAL
REARNE
14nd
XL
basa
rg
Sa
St, New York City,
3

Covers, $30 per 100 ; 35 cents by mail.

CROOKER;

PREPARED

R-2POISON.
Unlike PARIS GREEN

160 Pages of our usual Sunday School style, in Board

NOTHING EQUA

The assets of the company, have been marked |’
down to hard-pan figures, and in referring to this

BUG, cassie

ond

It comprises taleiit never before found in a singled:
collection, and is not equaled

of the

Destroyer

Sure and Cheap

A Safe,

WELCOME TIDINGS.

TEGETINEG
L TO IT.

|

light metalle seal, attached to the string, as in the cut.

P. P. BLISS.

so

honestly

:

TRADE-MARK,

Now ready and for sale by the principal Book:
sellers and Music Dealers all over the land.

MR. H. R. STEVENS i—
a severe
Dear Sir,—My daughter, after having
a feeble
attack of Whoopiag | ough, was left
she
friend
a
ing advised by
state of health.
bottles
few
a
using
after
and
VEGETINE,
the
tried
was fully restored to health.
,
1 have been a great sufferer from Rheumatism.
for
1 have taken several bottles of the VEGETINE enthis complaint, and I am happy to say it hasVEGEtirely cuted me. I have recommended the 1tis a
TINE to others with the same good results.

and above board with the public, to be economical

ADE MARK

OUR PATENTED

.

and

Lowry: Doane
Including the Last

Has Entirely Cured Me

of the soil.”
custom-house
fact, the Insurance Commissioners of Maine and
n of twenty per cent of | Another writer in
departments, also the Country Gentleman) gives the following Massachusetts believe that the estimated shrinkage
the force in Wi
will ultimately recover a very considerable marabolition of the office of deputy collector at
of the state of the farming com f gia: The system of non-lapsing
licies, under
large, and other deputy collectors. ~—One-half picture
0
out
* Ifa man is

the

NEW

BY

successful that preparations are being
made to send fresh meat to France on an
extensive scale. Some live horses have
also been sent from the Argentine Repub-

Mr. De

&

8 Maiden

Sunday School Songs,

HOW IT IS OUT WEST.

combination of the Prentice and

COMPANY,

READY,

THE

from its diseased condition, to a he thy
the blood
‘the bowels,
VEGETINE regulates
circulation.
One
day, at midnight, involving a loss of $100,which is very important in this complaint.
to effect
but
relief,
give
bottle of VEGETINE will
000, and throwing three hundred men out
and
,
regularly
taken
be
musi
1t
cure
t
a permanen
of employment.——The Bedouins are bemay take several bottles, especially in cases of
coming troublesome in Palestine.
breathing was not synchronous with the lic to France, and the French Govern- long standing. VEGETINE is sold by all drugTry it, and Phi verdict will be the same
vessel's movements,—he was awakened ment is to give the company exporting gists.
neyLatest News.
;
!
as that of thousandd before youn, who say, “IVEGEof
which two in- them a large order for cavalry horses.
er found so much relief as from the use
barks,
of
It is said that Sénator Spencer of Alabama by sensations of sickness,
ely
exclusiv
d
TINE,” which is compose
:
has announced his hostility to the Administra- spirations and expirations as above exRoots and Herbs.
tion.——The Board of Assessors of Nashua,
enabling
,
dispelled
ely
LIFE
INSURANCE—AS
a
matter
of
interest
to
immediat
plained
N. H., made a mistake of one million of dol« VEGETINE,” says a Toston physician, ‘* has no
earing of its wonderhim to complete a very rough passage those holding policies, we copy the following equal as a blood purifier.
lars in figuring up the total valuation of, propfrom
the
Boston
‘Journal:
*
From
a
perusal
of
ful cures, after all other remedies had tailed, ofI viserty, being a less amount than it should have
with comparative comfort,
its
d myself
convince
and
ry
thetwenty-seventh
annual
report
of
the
Union
ited the laborato
been.
After about $400,000 of taxes bad been
from barks, roots
Mutual Life Insurance Company of Maine, pre- genuine merit. Tt is prepared
made up the attention of an old and experiand
,
effective
highly
is
which
and herbs, each of
enced assessor was called to it, and upon his
sented to the directors by President De Witt, we
they are compounded in such a m:nner as toos pro1
t
istake was found.
examining
the
books the
are convinced that the policy of the management duce astonishing results.”
This correction will make a great difference
soils
We are apt to think the Western
is such as not only to increase the confidence of
with some of the heavy tax payers of that city,
Yet itis only a few years those insured in this great institution, but to
inexhaustible.
reducing the tax per cent. from $1.70 to $1.60
of
on a hundred dollars.——It is stated that a since ‘Illinois was settled, and already a largely augment its business. The key-note
The
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Lo

Rheumatism is a Disease of 2 Blood

previous.

has the words

1

Europe.

GROCER FOR

£

More than half went to England, 11,000
The trade
were taken to St. Petersburg.
will doubtless increase largely, if shippers are careful to send only the best
selected specimens, which will at the same
urifier of the blood; it is
great cleanser and
time afford the best profits.
leasant to take, and I can cheerfully recommend
Beef is not
OF BEEF.
EXPORTATION
364 Athens St.
MORSE,
JAMES
pa Tod
alone being exported from America to}
y
expressl
,
A French steamer
England.
fitted up for the traffic, has recently landed
n an
in good condition at Buenos Ayres fresh
The blood in this disease is found td*contai
meat shipped from Rouen, France, 105 excess of
fibzin, VEGFTINE acts by conve ing
days

:

Stiffness,

Uses of Pond's Extract,
to
forin, sent free on Rao

NOW

Jens

APPLES TO EUROPE. About 250,000 barcountry
rels of apples’ raised in this
last.

Boston.

‘Lane, Now York.

~~

BOSTON, OCT., 1870.

to

article

EXTRACT

in

Firm of A. Crooker & Co., Druggists and
Hg
caries.

costly

and

extensive

genuine
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one step; these attacks were quite
ing that a man could.
I su
eve
Over three years ago ast spring I commenced
had
taking VEGETINE, and followed 1t up until I ism
taken seven bottles; haye had no rheumal
since that time. 1 always adyise every one that
is trouble with rheumatism to try VEGETINE, and
not suffer for years as Ihave done. This state
ment is gratnitous as far as Mr. Stevens 1s 6h
cerned. Yours, etc.

hogs; 625 men are émiployed. All the crops
system of canals.”

fa.

Livery
Horsemen

Chafings,
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or

and
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The stock consists of*10,000. head of cattle, 20,000 - sheep, 500 horses and 1,000
are irrigated by an

and

rgists, or b
1,
thie free, on
ce by E. 5. HARRISON
CO., 49 Union

the only article used by Physicians; and in the § .

alfalfa.

3,000

I have heard irequens

of

Fo!

i

hospitals of this country and Europe.

8 14

Sometimes there would be weeks at a time that I

have a ranche

corn and

a

are worthy

vorable mention made of his medical prepara-

Worcs and Music. If your bookseller does not sell
it, send at once to either of the Publishers.
Mg. H. R. STEVENS (=
Dear Sir.—Fifteen years ago last fall I was takby
1
Book authorized
Sor
new Song
§ - This is the only f new
en sick with rheumatism, was unable tofiffove-until
have
they
which
In’
ago
‘or
Bliss,
‘years
Mr.
of
three
family
the
until
time
that
From
April.
{
L
this fall I suffered everythmg with rheamatism.
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Colds, &e¢. Its rangeof action is wide, and the
velief it affords is so prompt that it is invaluable in every Farm-yard as well as in every
Farm-house. Let it be tried once, and you
will never be without it.
Pond’s Extraet has been imitated.
CAUTION!

Will Cure Rheumatism.

them every year, be the price high or low,
study them so as to grow good crops
when others fail, until you can grow them
profitably at prices at which others would
starve.— Western Agriculturist.
A CALIFORNIA Rancme. Haggin & Carr,
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less elaborate preventive of the dire malady is this discovery of an Englishman
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Loss, about $100,000.
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We are suspicious, says the Journal
Chemistry, of all renfedies for sea-sickness, though many of them prove, effectual
in individual cases. According to a writer
in the Sanitarian, the misery of the visitation may be alleviated or wholly prevented thus: First, one may take bromide of

Conn., for $12,400.—It is stated that exGovernor Fenton of New” York has been
selected to succeed Minister Boker at St.
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The Russian army in Roumania does not the Lake Superior region this summer—wil
Pea, Northern H P per bul..o.vvvenns $300 2325
of soap.—Scientific American:
exceed 150,000 men.——There is a Bulga- be $150.—Greek Professor J. B. Sewall, of
rian rising at Uratza and Bergovatz, in Bowdoin, leaves that institution this year to
the Balkans.
A religious war has been take charge of a echool at’ Braintree, Masi—
proclaimed in Bosnia.
A famine is threat- The University of London have voted, twp to
ening.——The Shah of Persia has .sent a one, to grant medical - degrees to women.——
force of 10,000 infantry and 2000 cavalry Thirty years ago the United Brethren church
to Selmast to protect the frontieri—
had no educational institution under its cdre.
Prince Tschelokieff, the Russian general
It now reports seven colleges "and one theowho was wounded at Ardahan, is dead.
of seminaries,
——A change in the Turkish ministry is logical school, besides a number
regarded as inevitable.——The Russians altogether affording imstruction to 1600 pupils.’
have blown up a large Turkish monitor on ——3hurtleff College, Ill., (Baptist) reports in
the Danube by means of torpedoes.—
its catalogue a total of 164 students.
The Turks are stationing pickets of thirty men at intervals of 2 1-2 miles along the
whole Turkish bank of the Danube, com=
municating with each other by -signals.
——A
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dry powdered borax, and rub the places
well, using ‘plenty of rinsing water; by
washing the woodwork! in this way you
will not remove the paint, and the borax
will
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zziness, Pain in the

of the Skin or Eyes, Sick: Headache
Coated
Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Poor Aptite, . Debility, Faintoess,
euralgic Pains

or PILES find in this the

other remedies failed to arrest bleeding
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receipts have been 2,696
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cloth,—an

house
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Spitting of Food, Palpitation’ also rey

« nose, stomach, lungs, and elsewhere.
Earache
Neuralgia and
TOOTHA ChE,
Rheumatism are all alike relieved, and
often
ently cured.
aequainted with
PHYSICIANS of i be who are
ond’s Extract of Witch
Hazel recommend it in their practice. We have letters of
dation
hundreds of Physicians,

1l4c is now a fair range; but with larger receipts
it may be difficult to get over 13)¢ for round lots.
There have been sales of choice Western at 13 to
13%c but 13% is an extreme price at the close
We quote :—

in two tablespoonfuls of pulverized borax;
use

PILES

and falling
of the Reclum, as they reach the
cause. All outward applications are only time
and money wasted. Also,we promise a cure for
every kind of
:
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DYSPEPSIA,
such
as Oppression after Eating, Sour Sto

BLEEDING from any cause. For this itis a spe~
cific. It has saved hundreds of lives when all

with liberal receipts’dt'the close pricesjare on the
decline. For best lots of Vermont factory 133¢ to
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Take a pail of hot water; throw
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come handy
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tied, they will not clean as readily or look
so bright and new avhen cleaned. The
uses such pails can be put to are many, as
any housekeeper knows, especially do they
the wild nuts are
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manent cure,

* Life of

are mild, laxative and tonic,

flammation, reduces swellings, stobs bleeding,
ves discoloration and heals
rapidly.
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of the Institution ‘to $30,000.

ment at Princeton occurs on June

safe to count

suds gradually cool off, until it will bear
With a soft cloth give the
hand work.
pail a hard rubbing; if there are patches
of paint that seem hardened, scrape off

schools that have nothing to "do with the government.—Fifty-four seniors will be graduated by Dartmouth this year.——Commence-

garia and Montenegro and annex the town

No.

rson |

sand Restore Nature,

pound for the best straight lots of Butter this
week. We quote:—
:
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Fancy Creameries .......cevisenseveress 24 @ 28

made
very
hot,
and kept
kept so for an hour or more; then let the

Any man of woman of a generous heart who
feels like rendering the school special “ aid
and comfort” in its present time of need, can
do so by addressing the President, Hon. 8. S.
Thompson at Lyndonville, Vt., or the Treuss
urer, I. W. Sanborn, at the same place.—
of Hillsdale
exercises
The commencement
College will occur on June 21. The examinaanniversaries will occupy
and sociely
tions“
several preceding days.——There are in India
11,820 government schools, 9,660 partly supported by the government, and 23,690 private
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only immediate relief and ultimate cure.
The receipts of Butter for the week have been |
No Sass however chronic or obstinate can
12,792 packages, including 1,617 boxes and 11,275
nse,
VARICOSE: gat 1a Sogular
tubs against 10,954 packages for the corresponding
It is the oniy sure cure.

to

spring |, soap-suds,

term-and Academic year the 8th of June. Public examination during the day, and graduatSix young laing exercises in the evening.
dies and gentlemen. receive their diplomas this
The past school year has been quite
year.
prosperous, the present term numbering nesrly 100,the largest spring term since the school
The trustees are laboring with con-/
opened.
siderable hope of success fo increase the en

should only continue so long as it affected
military operations.
to incorporate Servia,
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BUTTER.

I have found clay mor-

salve,

dried

week last year and 9,836 in 1875. Total receipts
since first of January, 170,999 packages against
143,702 packages for the same time last year.
There has been an exceeding slow trade the past
Dry CORN ror Hogs. Three pens, three week, and the receipts have not been all disposed
hogs each, nearly full grown and about of. Most of the sales have been made at about 1c
equal in weight
and thriftiness, were fed fen pound less than a week ago, and holders are
ed to accept amy reasonable offer, rather
ni
four months as follows: One pen, soaked
than allow stock to accummulate at this time.
corn meal; one For the finest lots of grass mape 22¢ is an extreme
corn; one pen, cooked
pen, dry corn.
At the close of the experi- price, and most of the transactions in New York
Vermont Buiter have been at 20 and 2lc per
ment those fed on dry: corn had made the and
pound. For the best Western dairy we cannot
most weight.— The Producer.
Juote over 20c and for good store packed 15 to
8¢ is a fair range. Occasionally fancy selections
Pails, such as have
To CLEAN Part Pains.
been placed at something over our figures,
filled with paint, can be” cleaned but in the present condition of the market it is not
are
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shock,

Blood as President.

nature's

beans,

LADI

Quincy Market, Boston .

wounds made in grafting or prining than
wax
or any dartificial mixture.—Maine
Farmer.
7

with

at Manchester, N. H., Tuesday morning,

Aretas

Russia has at length succeeded in effecting a loan in Paris.——The Russians have
interdicted any journalist from giving detailed statements of their movements on
the Danube.——Russia and Turkey have
+ both agreed that the obstruction to the
mercantile

CLAY MorTAR.
tar,

appropriat1llinois . Legislature has
The
thé monument to
ed $50,000 to complete
Stephen A. Douglass.
bank was organized
he Second national

A Philadelphia despatch says that on
Tuesday of last week, as an engine belongingto the Philadelphia, Wilmington
and Baltimore Railroad was standing on
the track on Washington-ave., and during
the temporary absence of the engineer and
fireman, an unknown man jumped upon
the engine and started it full speed toward

the river.

eggs,
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Pleasant and E ctive Remedy for Tadiorable,
Without
a thorough digestion of the 1ood, there

in Destroyer.
Has been in use over
thirty years, and for cleanlinessand prompt
:
curative virtues cannot be
led.
C HILDREN. No family caniford tobe without
Pond’s Extract. Accidents, Bruises
Contusions, Cuts, Sprains, are relieved
almost instantly ‘by external application.
Promptly relieves iy of Burns, Scalds,
Excoriations,
afings, Old Sores,
Boils, Felons, Corus, ete. Arrests in.

than in Illinois.. Even in
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— The great Vegetable
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The PROLIFIC CAUSE of ILL HEALTH,

Extract,

Take no other.
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«fear,
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the very best portion of it, more than one-|
half the whole is for sale on reasonable
g
.
terms, and at half the price of ten years _
BUTTER, CHEESE, AND EGGS.
ago, and a great many farms for less than
Saturday, May 26.
the improvements could be made for.at
Reported b HILTON BRO’S & 00., Commission
the present time.”— Vermont Chronicle.
rchants, and dealers in butter, cheese and

the season.

The Fatal Ride of'a Maniac.

A Famous Cough

Many inquiries having been made of us, we desire to state that the cough lozenges attracing so
*s Chi'oramine
much
attention, known ab
Pastilles,are the finest and best known. They are
also a superior breath purifier. Druggists sell
them very rapidly. Principal depot, 107 North
Ninth street,
above Arch.
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x0 Sdvocale any more while Secretary
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sale of Bibles in Chicago has
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great attractions at the

London “Times writer, will

seek election to Parliament,

portant link in the great International
thoroughfare controlled by the Michigan
Central and Great Western railways may
be confidently dismissed, for assurance is
now made doubly sure.
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The Baltimore Sun is 40 years old.
A revolution threatens San Domingo.
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‘A backward spring in

The second examination of the great
Suspension bridge at Niagara, has just |
been completed by a Board of Engineers
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